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In the last issue, you should have
read that both the vice chairman and
secretary positions will be up for election this year. I haven’t received any letters of intent yet and am hoping that I
will before the next issue. (The deadline
is May 15.)
The North American MGB Register
is a membership ran organization. It
needs your help to keep things running
smoothing and to keep the Register
alive. Please seriously consider taking
on one of these two very important
roles – you’ll have fun and you’ll meet a
lot of great MG people!

Robert
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Robert
Rushing
Editor
MGB Driver

his issue of the MGB Driver is dedicated to the 50th anniversary of the
Austin-Healey Sprite and its close
cousin, the MG Midget. For many MG
owners like me, the Midget was my first
exposure to the MG family of automobiles.
My wife and I purchased a used
1975 Midget in 1981, shortly after we
got married. The previous owner was a
young lady who had purchased the car
to drive to the beach during the summer. After about two years of ownership, she had her sights set on a newer
Mustang and was selling the Midget.
Having driven a convertible during
my high schools years, I missed not
having a roof over my head and my wife
and I stopped to look at the car. I didn’t
know much about MGs, but I was told
about a shop in Grand Rapids, Mich.,
where they worked exclusively on MGs.
Having an expert just 30 miles away was
reassuring, so we agreed on a purchase
price and the Midget has been a part of
the family to this day. Over the years,
we have attended events and taken a
number of Sunday drives in the country
with the top down, usually ending at
a favorite ice cream shop. You cannot
beat the feeling of driving on a shady
country lane or strapping an overnight
bag on the luggage rack and heading out
for a long weekend adventure.
One of my favorite Midget stories
involved a trip to a co-worker’s house
along the Lake Michigan shore. We

Bruce
Wyckoff

Chairman
NAMGBR

were traveling down the road on a
beautiful summer afternoon when we
encountered a large sprinkler head had
come loose in front of a county-owned
building and was spraying a torrent of
water over the entire roadway. I decided
our options were backtrack a couple of
miles and take a different route or get
out of the car and put the hood up. My
wife came up with a third alternative…
put the pedal to the metal and just drive
through it. We did!
When NAMGBR started in 1990, I
had the honor of being the first Midget
registrar of the organization. Over those
years, I had the opportunity to meet
and talk with a number of Midget owners. Even after an active travel schedule
forced me to resign from the position, I
still enjoy talking to Midget and Sprite
owners.
Over the years, we have owned a
number of British cars, from an MGA
to an Austin American, but the Midget
remains a part of the family.

Bruce

By Kim Tonry, MGB Driver Editor Emeritus

By David Knowles — Author of “MG: The Untold Story”
Photo provided by Bruce W yckoff

The Inside Line

appy birthday, Spridgets! It’s
hard to believe that the iconic
little Austin-Healey Sprite and
its sister MG Midget turn 50 this year. I
know it seems like the MGB gets all the
attention, but the 1961-1979 Midget is
a very important model represented
under the NAMGBR flag and it is my
hope that we can spark some renewed
enthusiasm for that register within
these pages.
I know I’m dismayed when I go to
British car shows and only see one or
two Midgets, only to turn around and
see a dozen or more MGAs. Not that
there’s anything wrong with MGAs, I
just can never understand the low turnout of Midgets when there were over
twice as many Midgets built compared
to the MGA! The only thing I can figure
out is that Midget owners are too busy
having fun driving their cars to stop
long enough for a show. Hopefully
more of them will take some time out to
let the rest of us get a closer look at their
little beauties!

By Steve Olson Kansas City MG Car Club

By Dave Handley, Emerald Necklace MG Club

Tech Talk

By John Twist, NAMGBR Technical Coordinator
MGB Driver
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Vice Chairman’s Notes

From the Secretary

E

D

ue to recent discussions over
Chapter affiliation definitions,
there has been a debate going on
about allowing a member to list two local clubs and allowing the second club
to also claim them for the purpose of
affiliation. The by-laws state in Section
III - Chapters, under A-1-b, “Chapters
should have a minimum of eight Register members.” The debate has been on
whether that means “unique” members
or just eight members that belong to the
Register. Traditionally, we have interpreted this as being “unique members”
or one NAMGBR member can officially
affiliate with one Chapter. In an effort
to resolve this issue, the Executive has
agreed on the following policy:
•
Members can list two local
clubs with the Register if they choose to
do so.
•
Only the member can add to or
change their local club listings by contacting the Secretary by phone, e-mail,
or in writing.
•
For the purpose of affiliation
a chapter must have eight NAMGBR
members in “good standing.” In addition, no more than two local clubs may
claim the same member for affiliation
purposes.
•
The Vice Chairman will
review all requests to become a chapter for compliance with the stated
policy. In the event of a denial, the
matter can be appealed to the full
executive board.
•
Chapters that fail to submit
the annual chapter re-affiliation
form for two consecutive years or fail
to maintain eight NAMGBR members may have their chapter status



Richard
Liddick
Vice chairman
NAMGBR
revoked.
I have a couple of other items to
bring up now. First, I want to thank all
of the Chapters that have completed
the annual re-affiliation forms and
returned them. If you have not returned
these, please get them to us using the
S.A.S.E. that was provided. Second, I
want to welcome The Knights of the
Octagon Car Club to the Register. They
were able to meet our requirements after signing up a couple of new members.
We also have another club pending
at this time, The Midwest MGA Club
of Kansas. With the addition of The
Knights of the Octagon we now have 88
chapters across the US and Canada. I’m
looking forward to seeing all of you at
MG 2008 at Valley Forge, PA.
Safety Fast!

Richard

On the Covers
On the front: Abington
Midget body line, photo
supplied by Ken Smith.
On the back: Poster for
the movie Sherman’s
Way.
MGB Driver
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very month a member or two will
tell me that the only notice they
received that their membership
was due was the “final” notice. This is
odd, as I send out up to six reminders
per member.
I think this may be due to our increasing reliance on e-mail reminders.
Postage expense has gone up drastically
in the last couple of years and will be
going up again in May. So we decided
that if a member has a good e-mail
address, we will remind them using
e-mail to reduce costs and attempt to
avoid raising dues. This is why we added
a blank line to the renewal cards so
that members can update their e-mail
address.
But we all get so much spam and
other junk mail that we all tend to ignore a lot of what comes through our internet mail box. I fear that some of the
e-mail may not be getting through to
the members in the first place because
of their spam filters.
So I’m asking that you do us and
yourself a favor. If you are using a spam
filter, please add the email address
secretary@namgbr1.org to your approve
list and keep an eye out for e-mails with
the subject line “Membership renewal
reminder” in it.
If you don’t want to
receive e-mail reminders,
please let me know, and I will
remove you e-mail address
from your membership record. You can leave a message
on the NAMGBR answering
machine. Just speak slowly
and clearly so I can get the
message straight.
On the subject of renewals, we have just set things up
so that you can now renew
using your PayPal account.
There are instructions on
how to do this in the e-mail
reminders, but not on the
reminder post card.
MGB Driver
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Jerome
Rosenberger
Secretary
NAMGBR
It is really easy, however. When
you get your reminder, just log on to
your PayPal account and e-mail your
payment to secretary@namgbr1.org. Be
sure to include your name and membership number (on the front of the post
card) in the text of the e-mail.
Also please renew early. The earlier
you renew, the fewer cards and e-mails
I have to send out and the more we save
on postage.
In closing, I’ll just remind everyone
again that the secretary and vice-chairman’s position are up for election this
coming October. If you think you might
be interested, please contact Richard or
myself and we would be happy to fill
you in on the details.

Jerome



The MGB Registrar

H

ello, again and I hope you have
your MGB “out and about” for
the summer season! By the time
you read this I hope to be in England
with our family to whom we are paying
a visit. I call it going over to “torment
the kids,” but as we haven’t seen them
in three years we are looking forward to
the trip.
Continuing the international MGB
theme, we have had several e-mails
from Europe since I last wrote. Luis
Silva from Portugal wrote to me inquiring about a 1969 MGB, which he had
imported and was having difficulty
registering, while Ceese Wingelaar
from Holland asked whether his 1979
MGB had ever been registered with the
NAMGBR. We were able to assist Luis,
but unfortunately we had no trace of
Ceese’s MGB in our records. However, it
just shows you how far the reach of the
NAMGBR is across the miles, when we
have European enthusiasts visiting the
Register’s web site!
Now to individual models. I have
nearly completed the integration for the
1974½ MGBs into the main register and
will have an update later this year. The
photo below shows Kurt Nagle’s 74½
MGB/GT which he is still working on.
A couple of new registrations for
the 1967 MGB/GT Specials were also
received, and I received a sample of the
“Special” dash plaque redone by Rich-
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ard Mullins which is very close to the
original item.
Caroline Robinson of University
Motors was also kind enough to send
me correspondence from more than
20 years ago which was exchanged
between Anders Clausager, the archivist
at British Motor Industry Heritage Trust,
and John H. Twist, in regard to the Limited Edition U.S.-spec MGB. The letters
are rather extensive, but I will quote
from Anders in a letter dated May 1987:
“I have been working production details on the Limited Edition ‘Jubilee’ model
for the North American market. Production
began in March 1979 and originally the
intention appears to have been to make
2750 cars. Because of delays in production
the quantity in the 1979 model year was
reduced to 1447 cars. The remaining 1303
cars were rescheduled for the 1980 model
year, but in actual fact, there were rather
more cars made than these.”
So we have 1979 model year
492071-493517 March to June 1979-

Photo by Kurt Nagle

Kurt Nagle’s 1974½ MGB/GT

Ken Smith
MGB Registrar
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By James Schulte
Philadelphia MG Club

I
Chrome LE wheel nuts

(1447 cars). Then 498441-499300
June to December 1979 (860 cars. The
interesting thing about this batch of
cars is that they were all to California
specification, and although their production period stretched to December
1979, they were still 1979 models to
the end. The factory 1980 model year
commenced with 501001 back in June
of 1979).
Also built in June to September 1979 were 1980 model year cars
503521-504563,(1043 cars) September 1979 to March 1980 508071509957.(1887 cars). March to August
1980 520041-521469 (1429 cars) with
522999 & 523000 (2) also being completed in August 1980. This led to a final
revised production total of 6668 L.E...
MGBs. (Question? When does a “Limited Edition” cease being Limited?)
All these cars were black and had
either black or beige trim (which I assume to be the vinyl trim used on North
American export models). These cars
came with or without overdrive, and
were fitted with the five-spoke alloy
wheels similar to the Triumph Stag pattern.
The first batch in 1979, with GHN5UL prefix, included cars to California
and Canadian specification, apart from
the normal 49 state Federal specification.
Well, all interesting stuff and I am
grateful to John and Caroline for letting
me have sight of the letters plus a load
of other stuff they sent me on Limited
10

Edition MGBs.
As I mentioned in an earlier column of mine, chrome wheel nuts for
the Limited Edition are now available
under Moss part #264-991. I took the
opportunity to fit a set of these nuts to
my own L.E., at the same time refurbishing the wheel with new centers
#408-280. What a difference a touch of
“bling” makes to the wheels (see photo)
and now I just have to get cracking on
the body paint – but that will wait until
I return from England!
Finally, speaking of Moss and England, the front cover of the latest Moss
MGB catalog features a beautiful Grampian Gray MGB/GT imported from the
UK and formerly owned by our late
technical advisor Bob Mason, which is
now owned by Steve Simmons.

Thanks for these new registrations!
George Edwards III .........................1972 MGB
Bob Kerstetter .................................1967 MGB
David Utz...........................................1968 MGB
Larry Palguta....................................1972 MGB
James Duke.......................................1977 MGB
Herbert Charles................................1978 MGB
Kurt Nagel Sr............................1974½ MGB/GT
Leo Thietje......................................... 1974 MGB
Carl French...1973 MGB/GT (2), 1963 MGB (2)
William McCurdie ............................1969 MGB
Herbert Seltz.....................................1972 MGB
Charles Rooks.................................. 1974 MGB
Walt Reid............................................1979 MGB
Stephen McDowell ..........................1979 MGB

Ken
MGB Driver
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t won’t be long now!
You should be prepping
the car or packing some
things for your trip to Valley Forge, Pa., for MG 2008
June 25-29.
How about some tips
on what to bring with you?
The weather changes from
cool and dry to hot and humid all of a sudden around
here in late June. Pack for
hot and order a sweatshirt
and hat from our regalia
for the cool drives at night.
You can access pictures of
our regalia on the MG 2008
web site – www.mg2008.
com – with a link on the
online registration form.
Also bring an FM radio
with fresh batteries to tune
into the drive-in movie on
Friday night if you want the
real “in car” effect. Speakers
will be set up around the lot
for broadcast as well.
Try to arrive around 3
p.m. on Wednesday so you
can check into your hotel
and visit our registration
desk between 4 and 8 p.m.
on the second level of the
Sheraton Park Ridge.
If you would like to
join a group for dinner that
evening, before you leave
home contact Ray Blaisse
at rwblaisse@verizon.net
if you want to eat with the
MGB/Midget group at the
Iron Hill Brewery in Phoenixville (approximately five
miles from the Sheraton)
or contact Mark Saylor at
mgcsaylor@comcast.net if
you want to join the MGC
group at Molly Maguire’s
MGB Driver
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Restaurant. Otherwise,
there are many food establishments in the area as well
as at the King of Prussia
Mall within one mile of the
host hotel.
In any case, get back
to the Sheraton Park Ridge
Wednesday night for the reception from 7-9 p.m. in the
pool courtyard. Appetizers will be provided by the
Philadelphia MG Club, and
a cash bar will be available
with Old Speckled Hen beer
on tap. (Bring your club
banners to hang on the railings around the courtyard!
Contact me at schultejim@
msn.com if you plan to
bring a banner to hang.)
Our schedule is really
filling up with fun things
to do. Our first bus to
historical Philadelphia on
Thursday is full and we are
working on a second one.
The tech sessions are
forming nicely. Pete Cosmides of Motorcar Garage
in Maple Shade, N.J., will
be presenting Moss’s new
air conditioning unit on
Thursday and Friday from
9-10 a.m., and how to
convert a rubber bumper to
a chrome bumper using the
Moss kit on Thursday and
Friday from 10-11 a.m.
Glenn Davis will be
presenting a session on
classic car insurance from
9-10 a.m. Thursday and
Friday. Matt Bakes of British Wiring will be talking
about British wiring. Bill
Shields of Carriage Craft in
Reading, Pa., will talk about
the hard facts of restoring
the uni-body of an MGB/
C/Midget. He will have a B
11
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half finished and show the work that
goes into a proper body rebuild from
2-3 p.m. Thursday.
Mark Bulwicz will be doing a talk
on traveling to the UK from 1-2 p.m.
both days. He also is the vendor for our
beautiful car grille badge commissioned
just for MG 2008. It is available through
our website,www.mg2008.com.
We are also working on providing
a tech session on converting to 5-speed
and possibly converting your four
banger to a V6. More details soon on our
web site.
NAMGBR Technical Coordinator
John Twist of University Motors in Ada,
Mich., will be doing two sessions on
Friday. The first, from 9-10 a.m., will be
on tuning for speed and the second will
be his famous rolling tech session from
3-6 p.m. outside in the Sheraton parking lot. He will also do a walk-around
session on Saturday during the car
show. If you’ve never witnessed John
at work, just know you will learn a lot
about your MG!
Thursday’s chicken barbecue is all
set at Mermaid Barn (www.mermaidlake.com – click on “catering” and scroll
to Chicken Bar BQ for all the food and
drink provided). There will be a cash bar
available. A Celtic band will be entertaining at the barbecue.

12

Friday may have a big surprise for
our Philly Fest and Drive-in Movie
Night. We are working on showing
“Sherman’s Way,” a first-run movie that
prominently features the restoration of
an MGB. (See story Page 27.) Stay tuned
for this on our web site! The drive-in
movie will be rain or shine, indoors
or out. Just sign up for the Philly Fest
meal including a buffet of Philly beef
and chicken cheese steak, South Philly
stromboli, French fries, onion rings,
Philly soft pretzels, ice cream, and
Tastycakes. Yum!
Also, on Friday night we will
have the valve cover races starting at
7:30 p.m. in the Sheraton parking lot.
Remember to bring your digital camera
– we will have computer kiosks where
you can upload your pictures from the
week to share with others and which
may be included in a slide show at the
awards banquet Saturday night.
Keep checking for information on
our web site for when the gymkhana
will be. Plans are being finalized with
that exciting timed event tentatively set
for 4 p.m. on Friday near the Sheraton.
I’m getting goose bumps just thinking about all this fun! Wish I was in
your shoes and traveling in your MG
coming to this convention for all the
neat stuff! If you have any questions,
just drop us an e-mail at mg2008@
phillymgclub.com. See you soon!

MGB Driver
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MG 1100/1300 Register

Dave Robinson’s MG 1100 at MG 2007 in Ronert Park, California
By Bill Fox

W

e’ve been getting the first signs
of spring here in St. Louis. Sunshine, warmer temperatures,
longer days have begun to surface for a
day or so. Then the skies cloud over, the
snow falls and temperatures plummet
30 degrees overnight.
Family, work and weather have kept
me from the garage. I guess it’s a Seasonal Affective Disorder kind of thing
— I just haven’t felt motivated to work
on my cars.
I did drive “Rupert,” my 1964 MG
1100 4-door, in the St. Louis Triumph
Club’s Annual Polar Bear Run at the end
of January. My wife was brave enough
to join me and we had a good drive. We
suffered no major problems or breakdown and kept up with the “big block”
MGs and Triumphs pretty well.
We did notice when we hit the
steeper inclines the car would smoke
– a distinct burnt-oil-smelling smoke.
I couldn’t find any leaks or drips at rest
stops but the smoke was there when the
engine was under a load.
When I got home I did some
checking and other than being almost
a quart over filled with oil, all seemed
fine. I changed it out and had to wait
for another drive to see the results. The
opportunity came again a couple of
weeks later when some friends from the
MG Club of St. Louis got together for a

MGB Driver
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Sunday drive.
We weren’t far into the trip when
I learned Rupert still had his smoking
habit. We successfully fumigated a good
stretch of road and I have to apologize
to those who followed me. I didn’t
notice any billowing clouds of smoke
in the mirrors, but did notice some of
the cars were hanging back about a half
mile. I finally learned at the lunch stop
how it was.
When we got home I found we
had burned about a half quart of oil.
The engine was re-built in the past few
months and probably doesn’t have 300
miles on it. I’m still troubleshooting,
looking for an easy (spelled “don’t pull
the engine”) solution. My next test is
the Smith’s PVC valve. I think oil may
be getting sucked out the breather tube
into the carbs. I’ve disconnected it and
am waiting for a day when I can take it
out and have someone with breathing
apparatus follow me on a test drive.
I received one reply to my plea for
1100/1300 information. Chuck Gilmer
of Grand Rapids, Mich., e-mailed me
about his car. Actually, Chuck had
been e-mailing me about his car as he
began his restoration about the time I
started mine. I know there have to be
more of these cars out there, so send
your details to me. I’d like to hear about
your 1100/1300 running or not. I’ve
designed a nice premium for those who
register.
13

Letters to the Editor

Dear Sir,
I have a 1979 MGB and recently read
about the fuel tank replacement by Paul
Konkle. Please note that a tank kit can be
purchased from Victoria British that does
include new rubber straps, sending unit,
nuts and bolts, and, of course, the tank
itself.
I recently purchased the same and then
got the interior and exterior coatings from
Eastwood. Summer should be great this
year!
Sincerely,
Alan Vitt
Sir?!?! I thought this was spam at
first. Most of my mail starts off with
“Hey Jerk!” or “Dear Screw Up” or simply just say “You Suck!” Well, anyway,
Alan, it’s really great to hear that our
long-time advertiser Victoria British
got you fixed up and you’re going to
put your baby through its paces this
summer!
Robert,
I’m interested in hearing from members who would like to travel together to MG
2008. I plan to depart Sunday, June 22,
from Winston-Salem, N.C., in my 1978
MGB and cover 150-200 miles per day.
Scenic byways and the Blue Ridge Parkway
and Skyline Drive should provide a leisurely
trip with opportunities for stopping at historical and other points of interest.
My return trip will be via Chincoteague, Virginia, the Chesapeake Bay
Bridge Tunnel, and then west south west
along back-roads.
Please call or e-mail if you want to
travel together.
P.J. Lenihan ID# 17-7020
lawnvett@yahoo.com
PJ, that sounds like a great drive! If
any members would like to join the fun,
contact PJ for more details.
Dear Editor,
Over the past two years I seem to read
in several of our classic car publication,
14

more and more concern over the use of
modern oil in our toys! Much of the content
from the experts seems to be based on stories told by other car owners. I have as yet
to read an actual report from an owner who
has owned a car that suffered from the use
of modern multi-grade oil.
When these warnings first appeared I
seriously thought that they were a spoof designed to poke fun at the latest fad, (i.e.- “Is
this oil suitable for my car?”)
With all due respect to the so-called
experts who composed this question, may
I point out that my collection of classic
cars did very well when they were new with
standard 30-grade oil. Sure, we had to regularly de-coke the engine at about 10,000
miles — a job that some of us got down to
a fine art.
I recall a side valve unit that I owned
at college which took about 45 minutes
to clean with the help of a fellow student.
(With luck, the girl you wanted to know
better!)
By the 1950s the early multi-grade oils
hit the market and did two things. One reduced the need for that 45-minute cleaning
operation and also reduced the engine wear.
Since then, with the exception of synthetic
oil introduced some 15 years ago for high
performance engines, the reliable Castrol
or what ever 10/30 to 20/50 has met the
needs of virtually every car I have owned
including my vintage toys.
As this wide selection of branded
multi-grade oils have served me well over
the past 35 years, I suggest that this obsession with the oil we put into our toys is, at
best, just silly. My new Jaguar recommends
Castrol and I am sure their technical people
are up to the mark on what is good for their
engines. My wife has a BMW, again the
recommended oil is the standard stuff we
buy over the counter.
So, my friends, don’t let these reports
of oil problems get to you or your engine. Remember back in the 1950s when American
and European drivers were setting new records for speed and competition events they
were using the same oil that we use today.
Geoff Wheatley
MGB Driver
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Geoff,
From my understanding the concern being expressed isn’t over multigrade oils. The issue is that the additive
ZDDP is being removed from most oils
because modern engines don’t require
the same level of protection for their
camshafts and the removal of ZDDP is
supposed to help reduce emissions.
I’ve read that not having that additive in engine oils for at least the early
break-in periods can severely damage
the cam lobes. While I have read a lot
on this subject over the past year, I have
never personally witnessed any damage.
I’m hoping to have a more definitive answer in the near future. If
anyone can send me an update with the
latest info, I would appreciate it!

title, it should say: “If you don’t own a
Midget, a MGB is a great second choice.”
(Ha ha - Just kidding …)
As a result of the Gidget article in
MGB Driver, a NAMGBR member named
Mike contacted me, and provided info on
how to obtain the original MG Tartan Red
paint for Gidget.
Meanwhile I had located some pictures
of an original 1961 MG Midget paint chip
brochure that shows the Tartan Red.
Safety Fast
Bill Fortenberry

Wow! Thanks, Bill.
You joined just in time, since this is
the Salute to Midgets issue. I hope that
you enjoy it as well.

Hi, Robert,
Thank you for getting me a copy of the
MGB Driver Sep/Oct 2007 issue, with the
article about our “Gidget the Midget” in it.
It took me only a quick read of the
MGB Driver to see that NAMGBR is an excellent national club for MGB and Midget
owners and to see that the MGB Driver
is a super magazine. So I went to the web
site and promptly joined NAMGBR, with
a two year membership. I’ll look forward
to receiving the next issue, which your
note mentioned is a salute to Midgets.
In fact I only have one suggestion for
the MGB Driver. In fine print under the
MGB Driver
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Hi, Robert,
On page 10 of the March/April, issue
Chris Overstreet was asking about the
B.L. fender badges. Well, Moss has just
reproduced them, both in silkscreened form
and in cast metal. Part numbers #470-686
and # 470-687.
You might mention these in the next
issue, and as an aside none of the MGBs exported to Arab countries had these badges
as the design was deemed to be insulting to
Arab speaking Muslims!
Ken Smith
NAMGBR MGB Registrar
Thanks, Ken!
Moss Motors has just e-mailed out
their latest sales list and pictures of the
new badges are on it. Check it out!
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I have a MGB LE that has been in the
family since new. My Dad bought the car
in the summer of 1980. I provided a history to Ken Smith with the LE Registry on
the history of the car including a restoration
done on the car in 2006. It won its class at
last years Williamsburg British Car show.
Let me know if you’re interested in doing a
article on it.
Thanks
John Perkins
John,
I’m always on the look out for good
articles to share with the membership!

Hi, all –
Thought you might be interested in
Ford’s latest ad (above) for the 2008 Fusion. “Safety. Fast.” – MG’s original slogan
for years!
John Shepherd
Member #1-419
Wow. That just put me off my supper.
Robert,
While looking to purchase back copies
of the Driver, I see that you are looking for
articles for future Driver editions.
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Hi, Robert,
I have been a member for just over a
year and have only one complaint up to
present. I am a Midget owner, and former
owner of a MGA and a MG 1100. The
articles in the newsletter are very interesting and informative, but I have not seen
any articles or tech information on any car
other than the MGB. I know most of the
members are B owners, but for the few of us
that are not (just speaking for myself here)
they get a little boring after a while. So having got that off my chest I feel a little better.
Otherwise keep up the good work.
Thanks, Rich McFarland
Rich – ask and ye shall receive!
Hopefully we’ll see your Midget at MG
2008 in Philly.
As a reminder to all Midget and
1100/1300 owners out there – send in
your articles!
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MGs on the Rocks Report
By Richard Liddick
NAMGBR Vice Chairman

T

he 28th Annual “MGs
on the Rocks” Car
Show and Parts Market
was held on Saturday, Sept.
29, 2007 at the Rocks State
Park 4-H Camp. “Rocks”
is located about 10 miles
north of the town of Bel Air, Md., with
the event sponsored by the MGs of
Baltimore, Ltd Car Club.
The day started off great for the end
of September, sunny with temperatures
in the 50s, and by the end of the day, it
hit nearly 80. The show field started filling up at 9 a.m. and they were still coming at 1 p.m. The car count was about
270 with approximately 500 outside
spectators, too.
The event featured 20 vendors selling both new and used parts and other
British car items and collectables. The
“for sale” area had 10 or so cars, ranging from a MGA to Rolls-Royce. Some of
the better-known vendors such as the
Little British Car Co. and Triple-C were
there, along with the people who had a
few items they needed to get out of the
garage.
This popular-vote event has 18
classes and a “Premier Class,” which
is for the first-place winners of the
previous year’s show. While the show
is open to all British cars, the majority
of cars are MGs. The only judging is for
“Best MGB of Show” and the “Diamond
in the Rough” award, with those cars
chosen by a five-member panel.
Awards are presented to the top
three cars in each class, unless there are
fewer than five cars in the class. In the
larger classes like MGB 1968-1974, MGB
19741/2-1980, and Other British, there
are four awards. The top award is the
“Best MGB of Show” which is presented
with the “Murphy Cup” in honor of one
of the early members of the club who
was killed in a traffic accident.
There is an award given to the club
MGB Driver
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with the largest participation
at the show. This award seems
to go back and forth each year
between the Lanco (Lancaster
County, Pa.) MG Club and
TRAC (Triumphs Around the
Chesapeake) Club. This year it
went to TRAC with 34 cars present. LANCO came in second
with the Philadelphia MG Club coming
in third.
The club also presents a “Longest
Distance” award from the car driven
furthest to the show. This year the
award went to Jon Rubel of Brooklyn,
N.Y., who drove his 1960 MGA down for
a total of 245 miles one-way.
As always, a DJ playing British hits
from the ’60s and ’70s entertained the
crowd. The club served up the standard
over-stuffed “pit beef” sandwiches and
goodies. Door prizes were donated to
the club by some of the big-name British parts suppliers, such as British Wire
Wheels, Victoria British, University
Motors and publications such as North
American Classic MG Magazine and
Classic Motorsports.
At 3:30, the awards part of the
show started and staying with tradition, presentation of awards takes place
at the owner’s car. Runners locate and
stand by the winning cars while the
club president walks the show field with
an entourage in tow, stopping at each
winning car and handing the award to
the owner. At this point, the club photographer snaps a photo of the owner
holding their award. The photos are
later posted on the club’s website www.
mgsofbaltimore.com for the world to
see. The very last award presented is the
“Best MGB of Show.” Last year it went to
David Krebs for his 1967 MGB/GT.
After the awards ceremony has
ended the club members pack up, clean
up, and drink a few well-deserved beers
before going home to collapse. Planning
has begun for this year’s 29th annual
show, scheduled for Saturday, Sept. 27,
2008. Hope to see you at the Rocks!
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Her Name is Penny
Photos provided by George Carr asquillo

A Good Cents MGB

Penny in front of the historic Eight Square School in Bucks County, Pa. (It’s built in an octagon!)
By George Carrasquillo
MG Car Club - Long Island Centre

I

f you are ever undecided about
building a car for yourself, then let
me just say you are not alone. I once
felt that way, but then I tried it. There
are no words to describe the sense of
accomplishment and pride I felt when I
finished my first one. Since then, I have
put together a few, and this is the story
of my newest gem.
This 1976 MGB started out to be
the car I would build for my significant
other, June. But I came across another
sweet little MGB, a 1979 with 32,000
miles on it that she fell in love with, so
the project car transferred to be a car for
me.
After building the “Flamed B,” my
last project MGB, I knew that I would
like to have some performance parts,
but still have a comfortable ride. What
I ended up with is pure pleasure. Since
I have no intention of autocrossing this
car, I left the suspension stock. This is
18
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good for the potholes in the city. (New
York roads have been known to be the
cause of incontinence in some people.)
For some get-up-and-go, we bored it
60-over and installed a street cam with
a 2-degree advance key. I spent three
lonely nights after work in the garage
building the engine, adding a 25D
distributor with Pertronix and twin SUs
with 3-inch ram pipes.
On our 8,700-mile trip cross-country in the Flamed B in 2005, I discovered the need for air conditioning.
Driving in Nevada in 120-degrees was
hell, so this car will have air.
Getting the parts together for this
car was a long process. Strapped for
cash, I was forced to sell my Midget to
complete the final stages of the project.
Every spare penny went towards getting
her done. Hence the name “Penny” was
born.
The body was an abandoned project, with only a rear axle left in place.
Every other part I provided from other
vehicles: a 1980 front end, a ’74 inte19

Her Name is Penny
rior, and a factory
hard top. I added
15-inch Western
turbine wheels
with low-profile
Kumos that give
it grip even in the
rain. (All this talk
makes me want to
stop writing and
take a drive!)
The best thing
I remember about
my Flamed B was
the overdrive. So
I found one for
this car and had
it overhauled by
John Esposito of
A clean engine bay, note the twin Sus with 3 inch pipes.
Quantum Mechanics
in Monroe, Conn.,
even show her off at some conventions
the king of transmissions on the North
in the future.
Atlantic side of the U.S.A.
I would like to say thanks to all
After all the long hours in the gawho had a part in the rebirth of this
rage last spring, I came out with the best gem. There where many who helped
car I have ever put together. I hope to be with parts, a hand, and moral support. I
driving her for a long time and maybe
could not have done it without you.

British Motor Trade Association
2008 Annual Meeting

By Dave Tietz
Florida Suncoast MG Car Club
Photos by Dan Magee

J

an. 19 was the date of one of the most
informative British car seminars I have
ever attended. The British Motor Trade
Association held its annual meeting in St.
Petersburg, Fla., this year Jan. 18-20. They
also hosted a day-long public seminar
where experts in their field presented
discussions on a variety of car topics, and
where we civilians could meet and talk
with its members.
The BMTA is made up of restoration
and service shops, dealers, parts manufacturers and re-builders, parts suppliers, British-based kit and specialty car suppliers,
magazines, and event organizers.
They also had a vendor fair Saturday
morning where some of the BMTA members displayed their wares. This included
the 5-speed transmission conversion,
air-conditioning kits, exhaust systems, and
more. The seminar had six major sessions,
following are brief observations I had of
each.

Carl Heideman addresses the
BMTA annual meeting.

Types of Appraisals

John Hackett
John gave a very enlightening talk
about car appraisals. I was surprised by
what is important, and what is not necessarily important (at least as far as nonconcours, driver cars). He appears to be
very knowledgeable and is apparently very
busy, not only in this area, but traveling to
distant sites. He has done several celebrity
collections, and passed around an appraisal he did for a famous actor (one of several
of the actor’s cars).

Insurance for Classics

Donna Wares & John Heckman
Donna and John were friendly competitors from Haggerty Insurance and
Grundy Insurance respectively. They each
gave a short introduction about their company and its services, and hosted a lengthy
question-and-answer session. Again, very
20
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Glenn Lenhard and John Twist trade
thoughts on “Things That Matter and Things
That Don’t.”
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BMTA

AGM 2008 Oct. 28
Plan now for the NAMGBR 2008 Annual General Meeting
Saturday, Oct., 25, 2008 • 1 - 5 p.m.
Beaver Run Resort, Breckenridge, Colo.

informative!

Tires Make the Car

Chuck Helt
Chuck discussed what a lot of those
numbers, letters and symbols on the
sidewall of your tires mean. He showed

two tires and discussed tire make-up,
materials that make a tire “sticky” or
longer wearing, treads, and the like. A
surprisingly humorous presentation
about a basic car item and very well
done by Chuck; he didn’t get as much
time as the others, and should have.

BTMA’s Favorite Tech Tips

Glenn Lenhard
Glenn showed slides of some of the
common fixes to problems people may
have with their cars (and strange things
he has seen people do to their cars).
Interesting and informative.

Projects and Stories

Craig Fitzgerald
Craig talked about Hemmings Publications. How it got started, why they
branched out to the publications they
now have, and his Hemmings publication, Sport and Exotic Car Magazine. He
also showed slides of the restoration of
a MGB they had received via a charitable organization they support. It was
enough to “fire-up” a desire to get out
and work on your car!

Planning is under way for North American MGB Register’s 2008
Annual General Meeting (AGM), which will be held this year at the
Beaver Run Resort, Breckenridge, Colo., approximately 100 miles west
of Denver. This resort will be the host hotel for the NAMGBR’s 2009
annual convention scheduled for June 24-28, 2009.
For the AGM, a limited number of rooms are being held for Friday
and Saturday nights, Oct. 24-25, at the special rate of $99/night (plus
tax), for their deluxe studio. If you would like to book a room, please
phone (800) 525-2252 and ask for the North American MGB Annual
Meeting rate.
The Colorado Host Committee is working on the social plans
for the AGM weekend, which will include casual dinners Friday and
Saturday nights, as well as some local activities on Saturday morning
before the 1 p.m. Annual Meeting.
For more information, contact Tony and Lynne Burgess, Convention and AGM Coordinators, at 614-899-2394 or morrisminr@aol.
com.
More information will follow in upcoming Drivers.

Things That Matter
and Things That Don’t

Glenn Lenhard & John Twist
I think that Glenn and John were
supposed to do a “Point/Counter-Point”
routine about car problems and fixes...
Turns out they agreed more than they
disagreed. It was a very entertaining
“debate” among two of the most knowledgeable MG experts in the country.
All in all, it was well worth the time
and money to attend this very interesting event.
22
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Vintage Racing an MG Midget
By David Littlefield
Houston MG Car Club

O

ne of the most popular and
prestigious events in the vintage
racing world is the Walter
Mitty Challenge at Road Atlanta. The
event is named for a fictional character
created by James Thurber in a famous
short story entitled, “The Secret Life of
Walter Mitty.” Walter Mitty is a henpecked, milquetoast sort of a man who
escapes his humdrum life through his
daydreams. In his fantasies he becomes
a dashing war hero, a world famous surgeon, and a fearless bomber pilot. Naming a racing event after such a character
illustrates the spirit of vintage racing.
It is about invading the playing
fields of the giants – Mario Andretti,
Stirling Moss, Jochen Rindt, Jimmy
Clark, Jo Siffert, and Brian Redman.
It is about playing out a Walter Mitty
racing driver fantasy as well as a good
excuse to visit auto racing shrines you
may have only read about or seen on
TV. It is about the pride you feel when
you tell your friends (as nonchalantly
as possible), “When I was racing at
Watkins Glen last year…” or “Boy, the
Kink at Road America is just as scary as
they say…” or “….and then I drafted him
on the straight and punched around his
outside at Turn 1…”
But it is also about the visceral experience of fast competition. Wheel to
wheel racing is just downright thrilling;
no matter the venue, series, or vehicles.
Think about the last time you drove a
well-tuned sports car through curvy
roads, then double the speed and add
a crowd of cars around you. It is one of
those all-involving experiences that
make you forget about your job, your
boss, your last fight with your spouse,
or just about anything else. Your focus
is on the fender of your competitor,
mere inches away, as you both dive into
a turn. Your thoughts are keyed on the
next pass, which might mean trying an
out-braking maneuver in Turn 6, or get24

ting to the apex more artfully in Turn 9.
Didn’t he go wide in the last lap? Maybe
he’ll do it again. I’m going to pull out
and fill his mirrors – that might rattle
him into making a mistake. His tires are
getting squirrelly, maybe if I just hang
back and let him burn them up I can
pass him later…
A less well-known aspect of vintage
racing is the camaraderie and genuine
atmosphere of brotherhood that permeates it. Both on the track and in the
paddock there is a sense that we are all
there for the same reason and we are all
watching out for each other. While the
racing is competitive, it is not bloodthirsty. You’ll find a couple of racers
swapping positions on the track, then
swapping parts in the paddock to make
sure they both make it back out. You’ll
find anyone will lend (and often give)
you any part or tool they have if it will
get you going again.
The amazing thing is that the price
of a ticket to this enjoyment and fantasy
fulfillment is not as high as you might
think, particularly if you pick the right
car. You don’t have to be brought up
through the go-kart ranks from the age
of seven, have Budweiser as a sponsor,
or a crew chief that ran bootleg liquor
in the Carolinas. While “cheap racing”
is an oxymoron, people of moderate
income can make it work. Besides the
usual certified rich-guys that inhabit all
motorsports, there are also have people
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of more humble means like teachers,
retirees, engineers, salesmen, and other
folks that earn it a step at a time.
Which brings us to the vintage racing chariot that I chose, the humble MG
Midget. I originally chose the Midget to
join the “Spec Sprite” class in our local
Texas vintage racing organization, Corinthian Vintage Auto Racing (“CVAR”).
The class was designed to minimize
costs and maximize competitiveness
by limiting performance modifications. The cars weren’t the fastest on the
track, but they typically ran very closely
together. A small, open car has a feeling
of speed and connection with the elements that might be lacking in a sedan,
for example. Especially if it’s raining!
MG Midgets (and their Sprite brethren) have long been the entry ticket
to aspiring racers. They are relatively
inexpensive to purchase (even in racing
trim), parts are readily available, and
performance upgrades are well developed and documented. They are easy
to drive, agile, and predictable on the
track. Midgets are known as “momentum” cars. The driver has to be smooth
and consistent through the course as
any mistake will bog him down where
a higher horsepower car can recover
through an application of the right foot.
The result is often a more able, better
trained driver, with skills that can be
transferred into other classes, if desired.
A Midget will go through corners
faster than most production-based cars,
but with a top speed of around 110 mph
it might trail larger cars on the longer
MGB Driver
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straights. MGBs, for example,
tend to be more tentative in
the turns, but get up to speed
more quickly on exit. I tried a
MGB once. While it had more
power and torque, I found
it ponderous and clumsy
compared to my Midget.
MGBs run in our race group
(although in a different class).
The lap times are surprisingly
close. While the Midgets
struggle to keep up with the
MGBs on the longer straights,
they more than make up for it
over the rest of the course.
I originally purchased my Midget
as a derelict for $350 and rebuilt the
entire car for the vintage racing circuit.
Since I was on a limited budget, I did all
the work myself. I enrolled in an auto
body shop course at a local community
college and learned how to weld in
repair panels and how to prep and paint
a car. The main thing I learned is why a
good paint job is very expensive. Until
you do it yourself, you don’t appreciate
the enormous amount of labor and care
that is required to get a good result!
I also did all the mechanical preparation, including rebuilding the engine
to the “spec” and rebuilding the transmission. One of the enjoyable things I
discovered about building a race car is
that it is a much more “relaxed” process
than restoring a street car. There is little
concern for restoring a car to original
standards or looks. You can use whatever graphics or colors strike you, for
example. You tend to strip out the interior and replace it with just a race seat
and a dash in a configuration that suits
you, as well. While there are limitations
to the changes you can make to the
body based on vintage rules, much of
what you can do is limited only by your
imagination and taste.
Between buying the right tires, getting a good roll cage welded in, and the
new parts and safety equipment, I had
about $6,000 “invested” in a brand new
race car. Maintenance costs on a Midget
race car are relatively low. Junk yard
parts are still available and there are the
25
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usual suppliers for anything else. Not
much goes wrong, either, as long as you
stick to a configuration that does not
stress the engine and chassis too much.
If you want to run at the front constantly, be prepared to spend several
times the money necessary to run in
the middle of the pack.
The Midget was my ticket into
several storied racetracks and events.
My first year in racing I ran the Vintage
Grand Prix (now called the Zippo) at
Watkins Glen, including the Collier
Cup for MGs. What a thrill that was!
I met Denver Cornett, who has since
passed away. Denver ran the first road
race at Watkins Glen on the old road
course back in 1948. When I met him
he was still racing the same MG-TC. I
visited Seneca Lodge where ancient laurel wreaths hung by legendary Formula
1 winners are still pinned above the bar.
I also took the Midget to Road
America and ran at the Brian Redman
International Challenge. Truth be told,
though, I felt a bit pipsqueakish next
to the former Can-Am and Formula 1
cars in the paddock. Road America is a
long, fast track that tends to favor the
larger cars and leaves a Midget breathless. Virginia International Raceway
is a wonderful track in a country club
setting that hosted a MG feature event.
Last, but not least, was the Walter Mitty
itself at Road Atlanta in 2005.
Most of these events were “focus
events” for the MG Vintage Racers, a
loose-knit group of MG racers that pick
a track each year to gather. The track
will often feature the MGs and provide
additional track time and events for
those attending.
And then I met my wife, Pam, in
2003. Here, many of you might think,
the fun ended. Well, it was just beginning. I managed to pick the right woman. By the time we got engaged she had
been hooked on the racing experience,
as well, and was using my car to attend
the racing school provided by CVAR.
Her engagement present was a MG
Midget race car I bought from another
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competitor. Our wedding took place at
a winery in upstate New York between
our races at Watkins Glen where we
participated in the 50th running of the
Collier Cup. She actually beat me in
the feature race (I’ll plead mechanical
failure) and by doing so made me the
happiest man alive.
Anyone considering vintage racing
should do a lot of research. Vintage racing groups vary in their rules, attitudes,
and events. Some so-called “vintage”
or “historic” racing organizations allow modifications to cars that go well
beyond anything available or allowed
in the period the cars were originally
raced.
While this works OK for some
people, pushing old cars further and
further beyond their limits can result
in escalating costs and danger. An
infamous crash during a vintage race at
Road America a few years ago revealed
that many of the “vintage” cars racing
were merely “shadow” cars. They had
the look of a vintage car, but modern
running gear that allowed amateurs
to achieve speeds well in excess of any
track records held by those cars when
they originally raced by professionals.
The accident has since prompted a
number of organizations to rein in escalating performance capabilities through
better rule enforcement. Not surprisingly, this sort of testosterone-soaked
practice tends to be more evident in the
ground-pounder classes (V8 powered
Chevys and Fords) rather than the
small-bore classes that British production cars tend to inhabit. However, you
should choose your primary racing
organization with careful attention to
their safety history and rule enforcement.
For similar reasons, be very careful
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when purchasing a car for vintage racing. As in car restoration, it is typically
more cost-effective to purchase a car
someone else has prepared and enjoyed,
rather than to build from scratch.
However, understand thoroughly the
modifications any car has received
and whether they conform to the rules
established by the racing organization
you wish to join. If you’re not careful,
you could find yourself trapped in an
expensive re-do of the car in order to be
able to race it.
I highly recommend attending a
“real” race-driving school, as well. The
schools that the vintage racing organizations conduct are, by design, geared
more to rules, procedures, and attitude
rather than teaching race craft.
Also, it is good to know what you
are getting into and whether you will
really enjoy it. I’m a CVAR instructor
and I recently had a student that spent
a good deal of money on a car, racing
gear, equipment, and track fees. He had
never participated in
a performance driving event, not even an
autocross. While he
successfully completed
the school, he decided
that racing was not his
cup of tea and put his
car up for sale when he
got home.
At the very least,
there are weekend car
rentals and various
track days available to
give you a taste of what
it feels like to push a
car to its limits.
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Is vintage racing dangerous?
In a word, yes. While strict rules
and safety programs minimize
(and punish) car-to-car contact,
accidents still happen. Cars are
moving at high rates of speed and
skill and reaction time can vary
considerably from driver to driver.
I’ve seen a $300,000 Can-Am
car and a $50,000 Austin-Healey
completely destroyed in vintage
racing. It doesn’t happen often,
but it does happen.
I know of only two deaths that have
happened in the last 15 years or so. One
was Bob Akin, a professional racer that
was killed in a high-speed accident in
a 1988 Nissan GTP ZX-Turbo at Road
Atlanta in 2002. The other was Dave
Kuhn, a MG-TD racer that flipped over
a wall at the Pittsburgh Vintage Grand
Prix in Schenley Park in 1993. I’ve heard
of very few injuries, but I have had a
couple of friends roll their cars and
some bend them. You shouldn’t go into
vintage racing if you can’t afford the
risk.
If you do decide that you’d like to
become a racing Walter Mitty, then do
it quickly! This year is the 50th anniversary of the introduction of the Bugeye
Sprite. A number of vintage races across
the country this year are featuring the
Sprite and Midget. In June I’ll be joining
several Texas Midget drivers at the MidOhio Vintage Grand Prix. Hopefully
we’ll see you there as a spectator or even
as a driver!
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“CREATE YOUR OWN INSTANT MGB
AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR SHOP!”
Well, now that I have attracted your
attention, read on.
The most common question I am
asked nowadays seems to be “How’s
retirement going these days Doug?”
to which I normally reply, “Well, I
never knew it would be so difficult
to totally wrap up this MG thing
after all these years”. So, with that
in mind, this is where I stand at
present:
Now, working with British imports
over the many years (namely Jaguar,
Triumph & MG models) has required
the purchase of numerous factory
tools along with factory workshop
manuals. Also, over this period of
time, was the need for workshop
tools and equipment purchases. The
time as finally arrived for me to make
a concentrated effort at trying to
place all of the remaining items into
somebody else’s hands.
Beginning in May 2008 the website
www.mgbmga.com will be
updated to include expanded
information with pictures,
availability and pricing
(cheap) on the above.
Moving on, I also have
a small quantity of
MGB and LUCAS OEM
parts inventory left over
(some NOS) that has
to be disposed of along
with other parts items. I
have come to accept that
liquidating parts inventories
can involve offers that are
28

substantially less than anticipated
However, I am hopeful that these
parts will be of interest to MGB
owners, or even various Car Clubs.
Other than that, I guess they could
end up in a dumpster.

Sherman’s Way
The movie that made me
fall in love with the MGB

PDF files will also be posted on the
website showing pictures, parts
listings and pricing in relation to
their categories. i.e. Electrical,
Engine, Brakes, etc. Entire parts
category sales only, no partials.
In regards to British Automotive’s
MGB specialty products. Here again,
we have numerous products still
in stock. Of interest would be the
composite spring sets, which are
presently being sold within a rear
suspension kit.

NOTE: There is a strong possibility
for a final 19 set production run
in late 2008, in which case these
composite spring sets will be
available separately.

Editor’s Note: Craig Saavedra is a film
director and producer who lives in Los Angeles, and is now a member of the Southern
California MG Club. “Sherman’s Way”
marks Craig’s directorial debut. The movie
premiered Feb. 29 at the Cinequest Film
Festival in San Jose, receiving very positive
reviews, and is now on the independent
film circuit. He is working on bringing his
movie to show at MG 2008.
By Craig Saavedra
Southern California MG Club
Photos provided by Craig Saavedra

I
Doug Jackson.
British Automotive
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f only I had owned my 1975 MGB
roadster before I made my movie,
perhaps our little comedy wouldn’t
be filled with as many unintentional
gaffs. Not that they are apparent to the
average filmgoer, but to anyone who
has ever uttered the phrase “Safety
Fast!” our inconsistencies will jump off
the screen.
When my producing partner, (and
the film’s star) Michael Shulman and
I began developing our idea for a road
MGB Driver
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picture about an uptight New Yorker
who becomes stranded in Northern
California, we weren’t quite sure the exact route of his character’s journey. We
just knew that we wanted to pair him
up with an unlikely, irreverent mentor
who was his exact opposite so that the
audience could sit back and watch the
comedic sparks fly.
We brought on board Tom Nance,
a writer best known for his work on the
sitcom “Perfect Strangers.” I knew that
Tom would bring humor and pathos
to our story, but what I didn’t know
was that he would introduce me to the
world of MGBs.
In our lengthy story discussions, we
talked about the need for a metaphorical device that would parallel our New
Yorker’s psychic deconstruction – fancy
talk for tearing him down in order to
rebuild him into a better person. What
Tom came up with changed our “road
picture” into a “pit stop” picture. The
story would center on Sherman Black,
the young, privileged Yale student who
29
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Lacey Chabert with the B between takes.
1975 MGB before movie restoration and mods.

agrees to help an eccentric, washed-up
athlete restore a newly acquired, beat-up
MGB in exchange for a ride down the
coast to Beverly Hills. Limiting his research into old roadsters to the internet,
Tom settled on the MGB for its beautiful
lines and reputation as the everyman’s
roadster.
When I read the finished script, I
vaguely recalled a British Racing Green

MGB that a friend of mine owned back
in high school. Other than that, I really
didn’t know much about the cars. But
judging from the images I was able to
see online, I agreed that the B would be
a perfect co-star for the indie film I was
about to direct: “Sherman’s Way.”
We set out to purchase an inexpensive junker that would serve as the car
acquired early in the film. Through the
course of the story, this neglected ugly
duckling gets transformed into a beauti-

Actors Michael Shulman and James Le Gros prepare to shoot a driving scene.
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Actors James Le Gros and Michael Shulman on the set with the MGB, a work in progress.

ful shiny, showroom swan.
The first thing we did was contact
all the MGB clubs throughout southern and northern California. With the
generous help of MG enthusiasts too
numerous to mention, we located and
bought a 1975 rubber bumper B for
$1,200. It was a rust-free “California
car” – a daily driver that had seen better
days, but nonetheless ran quite well. It
rattled and leaked oil, but to me, it was
cinematic perfection. I just needed to
alter it slightly in order to give it “a black
eye and missing teeth,” so we removed
the front bumper and primed out the
passenger side door.
Over the course of our 19-day
shoot, we really put that little car
through the wringer. We did spinouts
in the dirt, crashed it into a tree, had
actors leap over the door and into the
seats, and worst of all, mounted a 225pound camera rig to the hood, trunk,
and doors to capture the action. Never
once did that little B give us any trouble.
For the scenes where we actually
sand, bondo, and paint the car, we
used a non-working parts car that we
rented from a local collector, who also
provided an assortment of parts to dress
MGB Driver
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our set.
Unfortunately, we neglected to ask
for a spare engine, so the Ford V-8 that
figures prominently in one scene clearly
did not come out from under the hood
of an MGB. But, oh well. It’s all just an
illusion anyway.
Actor James Le Gros, who has
appeared in over 50 movies including
“Drugstore Cowboy,” “The Last Winter,” and the recent “Vantage Point,”
plays the former Olympic athlete
Palmer Van Dyke. Palmer acquires the
car as a belated graduation gift for his
estranged son because, as he puts it,
“Nothing says ‘I love you’ like an MGB
roadster!” Le Gros’ character had one
as a teenager and it’s his hope that the
gesture will provide a connection to
the son he neglected while in pursuit of
fame and glory.
We got extremely lucky with casting Le Gros. Not only is he terrifically
funny – and touching – in the role, he’s
also one helluva driver. He insisted on
doing all his own stunt driving, and
even went so far as actually teaching
Shulman how to drive stick.
Playing Palmer’s best friend and
expert mechanic, Enrico Colantoni pro31
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Sherman’s Way

2007 NAMGBR Enthusiast of the Year

By John Fraioli
MG Car Club Rocky Mountain Centre

M

Camera rig on the MGB during a spinout, with James Le Gros at the wheel and Michael Shulman.

vided much of the film’s heart and soul.
Best known to TV audiences worldwide
as Elliot the photographer on the longrunning TV sitcom “Just Shoot Me”
(and more recently in “Veronica Mars”),
Colantoni’s character DJ owns the lakeside cabin where the MGB is restored.
When the newly refurbished
roadster is rolled out for a test drive,
cinematographer Joaquin Sedillo went
to great lengths to showcase the car. He
mounted the camera on a 25-foot crane
high above the set and shot straight
down as the car was pushed out from
the shop and into the open. Then, the
crane dipped behind the car as it came
to a stop with the camera landing just
behind the trunk, perfectly framing the
famous octagon logo.
For the restored car, we borrowed a
1967 MGB from Robert and Vicki Bond
of the Southern California MG Club.
It is an absolutely stunning vehicle.
Certainly, there was no way we were
going to mount a camera on the hood
of this one, so we redressed the 1975 car
to match as closely as we could.
An observant viewer will notice
the side mirrors changing from round
32

to square when we cut back and forth
from close up to long shot. But so far, no
one’s noticed!
I had become so enamored with
the MGB during our shoot, I decided to
keep the junker we bought at the beginning of the shoot, and put a few dollars
into cleaning it up.
Six months after we finished shooting principal photography, we needed
to get a few new shots of the restored
car. Unfortunately, the Bonds’s 1967
beauty was unavailable, so I gussied up
mine by converting to chrome bumpers
using the Moss conversion kit, repainting it Blaze red and putting on Dayton
wire spoke wheels.
Both cars are inter-cut throughout
the last few scenes, so watch closely
and you can see how the side indicator
lights disappear and reappear, the wiper
blades go from two to three and the antennae jumps from left to right fender.
But hopefully, you’ll just be watching the characters and getting lost in
the story of a young man who finds his
place in the world with the help of a
little red MGB roadster.
MGB Driver
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ost of you have probably
known Bob far longer then
I have, so I’m not sure what
I can tell you that you don’t already
know.
I will tell you what I do know.
I have only been a member of the
MG Car Club Rocky Mountain Centre
for two and a half years. However, I
remember meeting Bob at the Colorado English Motoring Conclave seven
years ago, and I was very impressed
From left: Alan Magnuson, Bob Gloyd, and Glenn
by his MG enthusiasm at that time. He Mapes, president of the Rocky Mountain Centre
handed me his card, which had a picclub, 2005-06
ture of his blue rubber-bumper MGB on
would not be able to attend the event.
it. He commented to me that he liked
Locally, Bob has been a hardy
the way that I had painted the MG logo
motif on my steering wheel, and that he volunteer for both the Colorado English
Motoring Conclave and the annual Ralhad done the same to his car. He then
lye Glenwood Springs. He has written
showed me his car, which he was very
many of the tours we all enjoy so much.
fond of.
Most recently Bob has been instrumenOne test of a person’s enthusiasm
tal in lobbying with the North Ameriis their ability to instill, encourage, and
can MGB Register to host MG 2009 in
foster enthusiasm in others. I believe
Breckenridge, Colo. This will probably
Bob has this ability and some of his enbe the largest event our club has ever
thusiasm has rubbed off on me. Three
presented.
years ago I began traveling long disAnother test of a person’s true entances in my MGB to attend NAMGBR
thusiasm is the ability to remain enthuannual summer meets. Each time on arsiastic faced with hardship and adverrival I found Bob there as well! I noticed
sity. Two instances come to mind. His
he always gets right into the action.
blue B went up in flames while returnI remember that at MG 2005 in
ing home from writing the conclave
Olympia, Wash., he volunteered to be
tour in August 2005. Then this past
one of the judges on the concours field.
summer while beginning his return trip
Then at MG 2006 in Gatlinburg, Tenn.,
home from MG 2007, his green B had
he was a concours judge once again,
the clutch go out along with a cam and
as well as helping out during the live
lifters problem. He had to rent a U-Haul
auction held at the start of the banquet,
truck just outside of Reno to get his
which must have had over 1,500 people
MGB back to Colorado. Through all of
in attendance. I can still picture him
this he still remained enthusiastic.
waving that white towel to signify to
All and all Bob has been a great asthe auctioneer who the high bidder was.
Then again this past summer at MG set to this club and other MG hobbyists
around the country. I consider myself
2007 in Sonoma, he stepped up to the
fortunate (as I’m sure all of you do) to
plate and filled in as concours coordihave him as one of my MG friends.
nator after learning that Paul Hanley
MGB Driver
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By Kim Tonry
MGB Driver Editor Emeritus

C

heap and cheerful! That’s how it
all started 50 years ago. Leonard
Lord, head of the British Motor
Corporation, the amalgamation created
just a few years before of Austin and
Morris, wanted a basic, introductory
sports car. He engaged the legendary
father and son team of Donald and
Geoff Healey to set out to create a car
that fulfilled that simple mission.
They answered the challenge with the
legendary Austin-Healey Sprite which
led three years later to the revival of the
Midget nameplate on the MG side of the
company.
Abingdon answered the call to
provide the manufacturing facility to
make the Sprites from the beginning.
The original intent to produce the car
at Longbridge was thwarted by the
logistics of the plants’ production methods and the need for space to produce
the Mini which was soon to follow. So
Abingdon got the call and cheerfully
stepped up. This proved to be fortuitous
as MG would soon enough have its
own version of the car. MG engineers
and test drivers were involved from
the beginning of the car’s existence in
metal. Extensive testing yielded suggestions from Syd Enever that beefed up
the body shells. The experience gained
proved invaluable for the upcoming
monocoque MGB.
The heritage of this idea went
back to the Austin Seven Nippy, and
the original Morris Minor and its MG
derivative, the M-Type. In the 1920s, as
Morris and Austin set out to put greater
segments of the British population in
automobiles, these were the step up
from a motorcycle. By the ’60s in the
U.S. it was a step up from a bicycle as a
youngster’s first car.
The name was descriptive. Lord
had started out initiating the project
calling it a “bug.” Plans to label the car
an “Imp” were thwarted by the Rootes
34

The Sprite-Midget body line at Abingdon in 1961.

Group claim on that moniker for an
upcoming Hillman. “Sprite” had been
used on a pre-war Riley model and so
was available from within the BMC
family, although it did remain to have
to negotiate with Daimler due to a filed
intent to use the name on a Lanchester
model. The Healey’s nickname for the
pre-production prototype was “The Tiddler.” The later Midget variant revived
a classic MG designation dating back
to 1929 and in hibernation since 1955,
when the TF Midget was replaced by the
MGA.
The British Motor Corporation’s
Leonard Lord saw an opening in the
MGB Driver
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1950s marketplace for a basic small lowcost sports car to fill the kind of niche
the Austin Nippy had occupied before
the war. Kit cars, under the British taxation system, avoided some of the tax,
but were not as developed as those that
could be offered by a volume manufacturer. Small concerns like Morgan,
Lotus, Berkeley, and Fairthorpe did not
have the resources or parts bins to develop a mass marketable car of this type.
In the winter of 1956, Lord took
this mission to Donald and Geoff
Healey, the outside consultants with
whom he had developed Austin’s sports
car marque, the Austin-Healey, four
MGB Driver
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years earlier. The Healeys took on the
development work designating it as
Project “Q.”
So Healey’s Engineering Team started to work with Geoff Healey in charge,
working with Barry Bilbie working on
chassis and mechanicals, Gerry Coker
on body styling and engineering and
Roger Menadue heading the experimental and development department.
Components came from BMC’s parts
bin including much of the driveline of
the Austin A35 (engine, front suspension, and rear end). The brakes were
Lockheed 7-inch drums using the MGA
master cylinder. The A35 steering rack
didn’t quite fit, but the one from the
Morris Minor proved to be ideal.
John Thompson Motor Pressings
was engaged to build the prototype
chassis and ended up with the production contract. Pressed Steel produced
the body panels and did the assembly of
the complete monocoque body shells.
Paint was applied at Morris’ Cowley
paint shops and then the shells went to
Abingdon where the power units from
the Morris Motor’s Coventry Engine
plant were installed and final assembly
was completed.
The headlights on the Sprite were
originally conceived as pop-ups of the
type later seen on the Porsche 928.
The mechanisms to do so proved to be
excessively heavy and expensive so the
change was made to headlamps in fixed
nacelles on the bonnet that gave the car
its distinctive “bugeye” (or “frogeye” to
British eyes) look.
The specifications were basic but
functional: sports car instrumentation,
948cc engine, drum brakes, 4-speed
transmission, non-opening boot (which
required loading from the interior of
the car), sidescreens, and a removable
top.
Geoff and Donald Healey put the
first prototype, Q1, through its paces on
the roads around their base in Warwick.
Additional roadtesting by the crew at
Abingdon, particularly Chief Engineer
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Syd Enever and Chief Road Tester Tom
Haig, lead to further refinement and
body reinforcement suggestions.
The Sprite was introduced to the
world at a coming out party arranged
by BMC to coincide with the Monaco
Grand Prix on May 20, 1958. Members
of the international motoring press
already in Monaco for the Grand Prix
race were invited to sample the cars on
the sundrenched roads of the principality by hosts Donald and Geoff Healey.
The initial response to the Sprite was
very positive. The motoring press wrote
glowing reviews and the motoring public found the car to be great fun and an
able performer for the money.
The quirky looks grew on many
people while others never warmed to
them. By early 1961, sales were slowing
down. While it’s debatable whether
the sales drop was due to an economic
downturn or the public taking issue
with the car’s unique appearance, BMC
upper management decided it was time Later Midget production line at Abingdon
for a facelift.
package was fundamentally a few more
Somewhere in the process of
decorative chrome strips. Strips that
ordering the update, management also
necessitated holes in the body panels
decided that the car should also be offered as an MG model. BMC maintained for their mounting hardware that Geoff
Healey liked to note made them more
separate sales networks for the Austin
rust susceptible. The opening boot that
and Morris sides of the business and the
was originally designed for the Midget
Morris-affiliated MG dealers had been
was also adopted by the Healey (simplileft to look on jealously as the Austin
fying body production) so the two cars
dealers had an entry-level model that
were fundamentally the same.
they lacked.
Geoff Healey noted with wonder
Donald and Geoff Healey and Les
that the cost of re-tooling for the Mark
Ireland redesigned the front of the car
II version exceeded the cost of the origiwith conventional front fenders incorporating the headlamps. Syd Enever was nal tooling for the car.
Sprites and Midgets played a minor
charged with redesigning the rear of the
but notable role in BMC’s competition
car to include a conventional, openefforts. It was never to be as essential a
ing boot. The Healeys were instructed
weapon as the big Healey and the Mini.
not to discuss their work with MG
But the Sprite and Midget were used to
personnel, but Syd Enever, having been
compete in the smaller engine classes
informed of both ends of the redesign,
to good effect. A Bonneville record
quietly arranged a meeting at a neutral
breaker was created using the Sprite/
location so their efforts could be coorMidget engine that was run on the same
dinated to produce a unified appearing
expedition on which Phil Hill achieved
whole.
the speed that remains to this day the
The Midget was considered the
fastest MG on record. The factory and
more deluxe model but that deluxe
36
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Last Midget off the line on Dec. 7, 1979

favored privateers ran in such famous
events as the Targa Florio, Monte Carlo,
Sebring (where they driven by Stirling
Moss and Steve McQueen), and the
Alpine Rally.
By 1969, the Healeys’ contract
that had started with the British Motor
Corporation expired and the Triumphoriented boffins of the newly formed
British Leyland were not inclined to pay
royalties to outside consultants. So the
Sprite followed its big Healey brethren
to oblivion. When the contract concluded at the end of 1970, the Sprite
was re-badged as an “Austin Sprite” for
the last of the run. The final Sprite was
built in July 1971. The Midget soldiered
on for the rest of the decade. But the
deteriorating condition of the British
car industry stifled further development of the car. Limited development
funds left management having to face
choices in allocation of resources and
the Midget continually lost out to the
higher volume MGB.
But it wasn’t overlooked entirely.
There were running changes implemented thoughout the 21-year producMGB Driver
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tion run of the car. Some to enhance
performance and comfort, but increasingly over the run of the car, they were
to keep up with continually changing
safety and emissions requirements,
particularly those in the car’s largest
market, North America. The engine
increased in displacement from its
initial 948cc to 1098cc in 1964, 1275cc
in 1967 and finally 1493cc in 1974. The
original quarter-elliptic rear springs
were upgraded to half-elliptics. The
original configuration of a stowable top
with side curtains was upgraded to an
attached top with roll-up windows.
The appearance changed only
subtly over the years. When the front
was redesigned, the upswept shut line
behind the front wheel openings that
marked the bottom of the original Bugeye bonnet’s integral fenders remained
in all Midgets to the end as homage
to the original. The grill evolved from
chrome bars to matte black to invisible in the depths of the rubber bumper front end. The car got a Leyland
makeover in 1969-70 in unison with
the MGB. The Midget never got the
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overdrive it should have had to properly
compete with its contemporary, the Triumph Spitfire. But it did eventually get
the Spit’s engine and gearing that made
it a true 100 mph car. And it had long
before lost the differentiating chrome
strips.
The MGB was the main car promoted by MG during the ’60s and ’70s,
but the Midget was by no means overlooked. The Midget was ideally placed
in the lineup as a starter car. The Midget
was specifically advertised and promoted during its run based on its youthful
appeal. While the MGB got ads promoting it as a flying machine (witness the
famous ads of one as a balloon gondola
and TV spot of an MGB parachuting
from a plane), the Midget was advertised as the one with youth appeal.
The Midget was mainly promoted
through magazine and print ads which
portrayed young users skateboarding
around and over the cars or heading for
the beach and sailing.
In the late stages of its life, the MGB
got the Limited Editions as a promotional tool, but the LEs had a predecessor in the Midget that had been offered
a few years before as a Midget Special,
with a free special trim package including radio, luggage rack, wheel trim rings
and a distinctive side decal.
The end came on Dec. 7, 1979 when
the last Midget, a British-market only
black final edition rolled off the line
and was sent on to the British Motor

Half a Century Ago

Industry Heritage Museum. The MGB
soldiered on solo for another 11 months
until the final closing of the Abingdon
factory in October 1980.
But they never completely went
away. Despite the cessation of production, there were still stocks of Midgets
at dealers well into 1980. A total of
354,164 Sprites and Midgets were built,
of which 224,817 were Midgets. This is
less than half of the 512,243 MGBs and
MGB GTs built. There may have been a
higher percentage of attrition over the
years since; after all, this was an intro
car. They were cheaper to acquire and
thus more likely to be abused.
But they’re still with us. They’re
still the cheapest way into MGs today
when the marque in North America has
become a hobby and recreation item.
And despite being the smallest cars on
North American roads in an era of truck
drivers, they are still very comfortable
and capable. And despite their smaller
numbers and being historically overshadowed by the B, Midget owners and
enthusiasts compensate with the more
fanatic dedication of Midget devotees.
The Team.Net e-mail list and the MG
Enthusiast website BBS provide a perfect
example. The volume of chatter and
banter on the Midget lists considerably
outweighs that of the more B oriented
areas.
So thanks again to Donald, Geoff,
Leonard, Barry, Gerry, Syd and John
Willie for creating something cheap
and cheerful that has attained a lasting
legacy.

Sprinzel Stuart Turner’s class-winning Speedwell Sprite - Liege 1959 - Rome
By John Sprinzel
BMC Rally Champion

W

Photo by Ron willis
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hen the little Bug Eye first
drove out through the gates of
Abingdon’s MG factory, motorsports was really in its Golden Era.
Professionalism was virtually unheard
of, and the only money being pushed
around was by very limited sponsorship from tire, brake, and oil company
contracts. True, you could win a little
in prize money, but that didn’t make
anyone rich. Success could bring small
amounts of “Starting Money” if the
organizers felt that your car and presence might draw some extra spectators
at the gate.
The regulations covering the car
you drove around track, up a hill, or
over a rally route were very strict indeed, and allowed very little other than
refinishing, polishing, and balancing
the original parts. In the U.S., race track
venues were only just coming off the
public roads and were often moved to
rather boring airfield circuits. Rallying,
in Europe, Africa, and South America
could still take place on fairly empty
byways, although the fatalities on the
Italian Mille Miglia race were already
putting the writing on the wall to a
change from unrestricted speed events
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to closed “Special Stages” which became
the norm within a decade or so. The
emphasis in factory teams was clearly
on the cars the public would buy, and
as a result works entries appeared in
large numbers from more than sixteen
European manufacturers.
I was lucky to have captured a drive
with Abingdon’s famous BMC team,
and I note that during that time I drove
Austin A35s (the Spridget’s parent, supplying the car with a great many of the
mechanical parts), the MG Magnette ZB
(which I remember as a very comfortable car with excellent handling but a
little underpowered), the MGA Twin
Cam (which was brilliant for the day,
but very, very fragile engine-wise if
you exceeded the 7,500 rev limit when
valves and pistons touched), and the
Sprite. I also see I drove an Alfa Giuletta
TI, a works TR, and a factory SAAB
when Abingdon had no interest in an
event, which shows how hard we had to
work to keep our calendar full.
When there was a free weekend
with no rally, my records show that I
raced in every event in the first British
Touring Car Championship and even
a couple of race meetings with the Bug
Eye. In those times, even the top Grand
Prix drivers had to compete in every
event that was offered in order to earn
39
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Rome-Liege 1962 four-day marathon.
Sebring Sprite at the Yugoslavian customs post.

1958 Alpine Rally – Sprite’s first-class win in an international rally – Sprinzel Willy Cave

enough money to save having to have a
“proper job.”
Safety was another thing that
somehow didn’t appear too high in the
priorities of motorsports. Drivers were
injured and killed in rather alarming
numbers. It wasn’t until fairly late in
the fifties that seat belts were made
compulsory, and those fragile cork
crash hats were superseded by properly
inspected helmets which prevented a
lot of serious head injuries. In one long

distance race, I was even responsible
for organizing a little “drivers’ strike”
which resulted in the abandonment of
Le Mans starts, those rather spectacular
starts where drivers actually raced on
foot across the track, clambered into
their cars and rushed off in virtual chaos to begin the event, with no time to
buckle up! Roll cages, fireproof overalls,
safety fuel cells, and modern day driver
protection were quite unheard of, and
for a couple of years I remember racing

Rome-Liege 1959.
The class winning Sprinzel Turner Speedwell Sprite.

Brands Hatch 1958 – John Sprinzel’s Sprite chasing an MGA
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in my favorite blue and white checkered shirt and jeans. Imagine today’s
scrutineers permitting that to occur!
My first international rally in
mainland Europe was in Italy and I
was fortunate in being able to follow
Abingdon’s Ladies Rally Champion,
Nancy Mitchell, in her MG Magnette.
Nancy was so helpful to us beginners, helping us all around the route
with her invaluable knowledge of the
circuits and hills of the event. We
had races at Monza and Imola among
the many tests, and it was certainly
exciting for a novice like me to be able
to pound around the tracks which
were so much a part of motor sporting
history.
I was lucky enough to bring
Abingdon their first International
Class win with the Spridget on the
1958 Alpine Rally, and the three team
cars all finished sweeping the class. It
was not without the dramas of a new
model, for the early production had
no shroud in the “bonnet” to direct
air through the radiator, allowing
the flow to find its own way around
the sides with no noticeable cooling.
While this was maybe no problem in
the cool events in the UK, the extreme
heat in the French and Italian mountains, often racing up to over 9,000
feet soon showed itself with non-existent oil pressure. My co-driver and
I stopped at a little village smithy
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London Sydney Marathon 1968 – After the start through London traffic – Sprinzel Roy Fidler

for some rapid modification, cutting
a crude hole in the metal work just
behind the radiator to encourage a more
efficient airflow, and this saved the day.
Oddly enough, the funny little stick-up
headlamps, which are now considered
such a desirable feature, were pretty
much disliked by competitors not only
for their aerodynamic inefficiency, but
also for the very heavy and awkward
steel front on which they rested. Most
of the tuning companies of the time
were quick to exploit this, producing a
variety of plastic fronts, which helped
handling, airflow and obviously the
weight at the front of the car. Speedwell,
Alexander, Ashley, and my Sebring
team at Healey Speed Equipment, were
all quick to take advantage of this market, and also to build complete re-bodied versions in limited editions many of
which are still to be seen, fully restored,
racing in the vintage events in the U.S.,
Europe and “Down Under.”
The Mark Two was built as both a
Healey and an MG, to satisfy Morris and
Austin dealers, who although “united”
under the British Motor Corporation
banner, still behaved much as rivals and
both wanted a small sports car in their
inventories. I was always amused by this
MG/Healey rivalry which still seems to
exist today, as both makes were made at
the same factory, on the same assembly
lines, by the same mechanics, with bits
out of the same parts bins. My little
dealership had both franchises, so we
could really be impartial as we sold
42

export models of either make to U.S.
servicemen under the Tax-Free system.
A year or two later, that wonderful
rear suspension, with quarter elliptical springs which made the Spridget’s
handling so sensational, was replaced
by half-elliptic springs. This might
have been a little stronger for rough
roads, but were no improvement in road
holding, but by then the little car was
no longer a class competitor against
Alpines and Abarths. But the Spridgets
had chalked up an impressive list of
awards all over the world, from Sebring,
Fla., to the Targa Florio in Sicily, and
from Le Mans in France to Silverstone in
England.
My last real sortie with a Midget
was on the 1968 rally from London
to Sydney, which brought us through
Europe, into Turkey and across Iran
and Afghanistan before crossing into
Pakistan via the Khyber Pass, through
India and then by ship to Australia for
the toughest transcontinental race it is
possible to imagine. The Midget lasted
into the final day and into the final
state of this marathon event, when in a
top 10 position and leading the Private
Entrant’s category, a stub axle failed
– a long existing problem with this
model – and left us stranded, appropriately, near Broken Hill. It had been an
interesting decade with the little sports
car which Geoff Healey had given one
of the first monocoque body shells, and
which still collects trophies and admiration to this day.
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breaking as a means to
publicize the Midgets,
the creation of ‘EX120’
– and the subsequent
adoption of the chassis as a template for
production cars – the
MG Midget had, by
1930, truly arrived on
the sports car scene.
Throughout the 1930s,
the evolution of the
MG Midget largely set
the pace for the rest of
the MG range, until
the major changes of 1935 meant that
henceforward, the Midget, whilst still
the money-maker in the business, was
no longer a limiting factor in the spread
of MG into the less sports-car biased
sectors of the market.
For an American audience, the MG
Midget story only really came alive in
the beginning of the third decade of the
midget name’s currency, with the TC,
TD, and later TF Midgets winning firm
places in the affections of post-WWII
drivers with sporting appetites and an
addiction to SCCA events. By the time
that the TF was on sale, however, it was
apparent that the pre-war approach to
sports car styling was on the wane, and
even if the average MG sports car owner
might have looked upon contemporary
mid-fifties Detroit styling trends with
disdain, the fact was that other European sports car makers were moving with
the times and offering more modern,
aerodynamic bolides which made the
TF look distinctly old hat. In later years,
the TF would be regarded as a classic design, the apogee of the “square rigger”
Midgets, but in 1953, it was berated by
many commentators of the day.
The arrival of the MGA (Nuffield
project code DO-1062) in 1955 saw
the end of the line for the classic MG
Midget, and whilst most enthusiasts
welcomed the leap forward in styling

1930 MG “M” Type Midget
By David Knowles
Author of “MG: The Untold Story”

I

f someone were to set out today with
the intention of using the name
“midget” on a car – or indeed just
about any kind of product you could
think of – he or she would doubtless be
pilloried by a whole host of undoubtedly well-meaning, but in some cases
rather myopic, groups intent upon
protecting the social status and wellbeing of the dimensionally-challenged
members of our community. Actually,
come to think of it, what I’ve just said
will doubtless incur the wrath of the
visually-challenged.
How times have changed! When
Cecil Kimber sanctioned the creation
of the first MG Midget, the idea that
anyone would have been offended by
the catchy name would never have
entered his head and that head was a
clever one; Kimber had the formula just
about perfect for the way that the MG
marque would be regarded for eighty
years hence: as makers of affordable,
light-weight sports cars whose sometimes humble but always versatile roots
added to rather than detracted from the
experience.
That first Midget – the ‘M’ Type
– was at first little more than an openbodied two-seater Morris Minor; but
with the decision to pursue recordMGB Driver
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offered by Abingdon’s latest, the old
Midget was mourned by a great many
loyal MG fans. The mid-1950s saw MG
regain control over sports car design,
with the creation of a design office at
Abingdon in the summer of 1954; but
despite a semblance of self-determination, there were many issues elsewhere
within what had become the British
Motor Corporation which threatened
to undo much of the autonomy that
MG’s John Thornley had fought hard to
secure for the MG Car Company.
At the head of BMC was Sir Leonard
Lord, who was perhaps best remembered at Abingdon for having been
behind the closure of MG’s racing shop
back in 1935: since then, he had left
Morris Motors, parent company to MG,
and had found a niche for himself at
the head of Morris’s arch rival Austin,
which became the dominant force in
the Austin-Morris merger that formed
BMC in 1952. During the 1950s, Sir
Leonard liked to champion his own pet
projects and to set design teams against
one another, and with Austin-Healey
now in the mix, he was not averse to
fostering a little internecine competition between Donald Healey on the one

hand and MG’s Syd Enever on the other.
One such contest was to find a way
to re-enter the small sports car market,
something which MG understandably saw as their own; but Abingdon’s
rather half-hearted effort was to mount
an Austin A-Series engine in an MGA
and dub the result – EX195 – as a new
Midget. The Healey family, however,
came up with their own A-series offering, the Austin-Healey Sprite of
1958. Thornley and Enever were less
than thrilled when the Healey project
(ADO13) got the green light; but their
consolation prize was to re-engineer the
car to make it buildable, and to build
it at Abingdon. The Sprite – known to
enthusiasts variously as the “Bug-Eye”
(in the USA) or the “Frog-Eye” (in England) – had a number of weaknesses,
but Syd Enever and the Healeys worked
on these to create a more sophisticated
“Sprite Mark II” (ADO41) which also
allowed them to create, for 1961, a new
MG Midget (ADO47). Launched nearly
a year before Abingdon’s MGB replacement for the MGA (“everything’s new
but the octagon” we would be told
when the B entered US showrooms in
the spring of 1963), the MG Midget saw
the first outing for MG’s new version
of the corporate shield-shaped badge

plinth and wide grille aperture which
would both be refined a year behind for
the ADO23 MGB.
The return of the MG Midget was
welcomed by enthusiasts and MG dealers alike, and with the subsequent adoption of the Mini Cooper ‘S’ engine tune,
it soon became apparent that the lighter
Midget could be made to perform at
levels which matched or exceeded those
of the MGB. However, the fact that this
new Midget had been adopted into the
family rather than being born at Abingdon always rankled with Thornley and
Enever, and so for much of the new decade, the design team at Abingdon did
their best to map out a means to replace
the Midget with a car more of their own
making.
Before long, a Midget had been
created with hydrolastic suspension
(EX229), the first steps towards the
EX234 project for a Pininfarina-styled
Midget/ MGB replacement, while MG
also dabbled with the front-wheel drive
platform of the Mini, under the BMC
project code of ADO34 and the Abingdon code of EX220. At some stage, Syd
Enever even dabbled with the idea of
a rear-engined sports car with the ASeries engine (recorded as EX228), but
this does not appear to have gone much
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MG Midget interest at Britfest ‘07 in New Jersey
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beyond Enever’s sketch book.
By the time that British Leyland
came into being in 1968, MG had
slipped down the corporate ladder a
few rungs, but despite the challenge
of Triumph as an in-house rather than
an external rival, work did proceed on
possible Midget replacements, including the Mini-based ADO70 (styled at
Longbridge, although the prototype
was built by Michelotti) and the exotic
but arguably too expensive mid-engined ADO21.
By the start of the 1970s, the
roots of the MG Midget still lay in that
mid-’50s Bug-Eyed Sprite, but the little
trooper still sold well as the most affordable introduction to the sports car fraternity (or sorority!) on sale in America.
As the decade of bad hair and autumnal
colour schemes drew on, and the clever
marketing wizards at MG’s sales wing
in Leonia, N.J., used the new-fangled
skateboard as an advertising tool to
draw in young drivers, hard-pressed
British Leyland had to keep pedaling to
stay still, and the MG Midget remained
on sale while various sticking plaster
facelifts were used to stay the grim
reaper’s scythe.
By later 1974, when the Midget was
given a Triumph engine in place of the
A-Series, it seems that all thought of a
new Midget had been abandoned: the
parent company was by now bankrupt
and early the next year was taken into
government ownership, while for sports
car fans it had been decreed that the Triumph TR7 marked the way towards the
1980s. By 1979, when the MG story in
the USA came crashing to a sad terminus, the MG Midget had already passed
into history, killed off the previous year
and henceforward to be remembered
fondly by dedicated fans unperturbed
by the lack of political correctness in
their dimensionally-challenged sports
car’s name.
You might be forgiven for thinking
that this was the end of the story – for in
production car terms, it was. However,
despite the fact that MG sales in North
America ceased after 1981, memories
of the attraction of the MG Midget
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A very healthy Midget class at the British Motorcar Gathering,
in Hellertown, Pa., last year.

name did not go away
in corporate HQ back in
England. MG’s legendary factory at Abingdon
may have been cruelly
destroyed, but MG had
weathered many storms
before and the strength
of the name helped
ensure that the badge
would endure. Whether
you believe that cars like
the MG Metro, Maestro,
and Montego are worthy
of the name or the
cynical creations of a
marketing man’s addled
brain, the fact remains
that they kept the brand
in the public eye, even if
not in what had unquestionably been the
most important market
for MG. The existence
of the MG Metro, and
more especially the later
re-engineered version
with an all-new aluminium alloy engine
for the 1990s, made the
creation of the MGF
sports car possible.
The MGF of 1995
– arguably almost a “Midget” in spirit
– led to the later MG TF of 2001 – wellreceived in the markets where it was
sold, but still denied to MG fans in
America. What is little known is that
MG’s new owners from 2000, freed
from BMW’s ownership, laid their own
plans for the rebirth of the MG Midget.
This car, part of a three-pronged project
rather evocatively codenamed X120,
could have seen a new MG Midget on
sale in the USA by now, had everything
gone according to plan. With a wheelbase slightly longer than that of the
MGF/ TF, a slightly greater track, but
shorter front and rear overhangs, the
new mid-engined MG Midget could
have seen the return of the marque
to the low-cost sports car sector it had
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My Midget Story
by Richard Liddick
Vice chair NAMGBR
Photo: Jacque & Ron Gray’s
Midget, Harleysville, PA

M

once called its own. The TF would also
have been replaced with a slightly larger
roadster with a GT coupe version on
offer as well.
Sadly none of this came to pass,
for the well-publicized collapse of MG
Rover in 2005, and the subsequent sale
of the remains to Chinese owners, saw
an end to this particular attempt to
recreate the Midget. With new ownership, the precise trajectory of MG’s
future is not yet possible to predict with
any degree of accuracy, but perhaps the
fact that many of the engineers behind
that X120 project are now working on
the next generation of MG cars may yet
bode well for the rebirth of the Midget.
Provided, of course, that short people
aren’t going to be too offended by that
prospect…
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y love affair with the Midget
started early in life. I was 9
years old when a neighbor
down the block purchased a new 1962
Midget. I can remember it like it was
yesterday. His name was Mr. John and I
have no idea was his last name is or was,
but I can tell you all about the car. It was
British Racing Green, with wire wheels,
a black interior, and a chrome strip
down the hood. The exhaust note was
great and it was just so shinny and tiny.
It was the perfect car for a small boy. I
knew I could drive it, it was just my size.
Mr. John was always outside washing it, waxing it, and tinkering under
the hood. I would say things like, “Nice
car, mister” or “What are you doing?”
or “Can I have a ride, please, please?”
Finally, he got tired of me bugging him
and I got my ride. The top was down, it
was a nice spring day, and it seems like
we were doing 100 miles an hour. In
hindsight I bet we did not top 40 mph,
but what did I know, I was a kid and this
was my first ride in a convertible. The
bug had bitten.
That was the start of it for me. I
would look through magazines at the
time and see the advertisements. For
something like $1,499, you could buy
one of these babies brand-new and I
was determined that when I grew up
I would buy one. Well, I grew up and
when it came time to buy my first car I
discovered $1,499 was a lot of money on
a drug store clerk’s pay of $1.60 an hour.
Also with the passing of time, the price
had gone up. Therefore, I settled for a
1960 Rambler that I had the cash to buy.
In 1975, I finally decided that I was
making enough money that I could buy
that first new car. Because of having
lived though the gas crisis of the early
’70s with odd and even days and long
lines, I wanted a car that was good on
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gas. Bingo! Here is my opportunity to
buy a Midget. I went to the local British
car dealer in Baltimore, Foreign Motors,
Ltd. that sold everything from MG to
Jaguar. I test drove a Midget and liked
it, but the dealer wanted me to drive the
MGB, Spitfire, and a TR-6. I drove them
all and like the MGs the best.
I could not make up my mind. I
continued my search for a new car and
being non-mechanical at the time, I
asked people about their MGs, Triumphs, Chevy’s, you name it. I spoke
to mechanics; I beat this horse to death.
I must say that many of the mechanics did not have too much good to say
about British cars or foreign cars in
general at that time.
Finally, I settled, a 1974 Chevy Vega
GT. Nice looker, but what a piece of
crap (I learned this after the 12 month
/12,000 mile period). I should have
known better since it was still on the lot
and such a deal.
Then 1986 rolled around and after
whining, “I want an MG,” my wife at
the time said “you got the money, just
buy one and shut up.” So I did. I got
1978 Midget, Inca yellow, but it was
missing the wire wheels and had some
rust starting at the door posts. It ran
great and for a few years it was my daily
driver.
After a couple of years, I found a
1976 Midget that needed restoration. It
had the wires I always wanted and was
only 500 bucks. I brought it, restored
it, painted it Inca yellow, and sold the
1978.
I am still driving this Midget today.
My longest trip with this car was to Peterborough, Ontario, for MG ‘92, about
2,000 miles round trip. That is a whole
other story…
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Midget Alternator Problem

Brake Light Relay
By David DuBois
SU Fuel Pump Restorations

T

he replacement brake light switches
sold today are extremely light duty
and don’t hold up to the 3-amps
drawn by the brake lights for very long
before the contacts burn again (I have
had them burn in just two weeks).
Adding a relay to the brake light circuit
will remove the heavy current from the
brake light switch.
The relay to use is a general purpose
30-amp automotive relay, sometimes
known as a Bosch relay. They are available from Radio Shack and most auto
parts stores. The relay can be mounted
anywhere that is convenient. I mounted
mine close to the original brake light
switch, but it can just as well be mounted in the trunk (for the MGAs or MGBs),
close to one of the tail light/brake light
assemblies (if you do this, you will need
to bring a source of 12 volts, other than
the 12 volts that is switched by the
brake light switch, back to where the
relay is mounted). In the accompanying diagrams, I show a 0.47-microfarad
capacitor across the contacts of the
brake light switch and a diode across
the coil of the relay. These are optional
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parts and can be left out if you wish. I
added them as additional protection
for the brake light switch. The capacitor is just soldered across the switch
terminals. The diode can be soldered
across terminals 85 and 86 of the relay.
The advantage of the capacitor is that
the capacitor acts as an arc suppressor
and the diode collapses the field of the
relay coil, eliminating any inductive
surge across the brake light switch when
it opens.
If you feel that you are electrically
challenged, or just don’t want to fuss
around putting the circuit together,
I can supply you with a completely
assembled circuit to fit you car. If you
would like to purchase one of these
relays and a capacitor, send me an email
to confirm current price, availability
and shipping costs to your location. I
also need to know the polarity of your
car and if it has a hydraulically actuated switch or one that operates off of
the brake pedal. My e-mail address is
ddubois@sinclair.net or (360) 479-0462
(after 9 a.m. Pacific time please).
Note: In the diagrams below, the
only difference is the orientation of the
diode.
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An Easy Solution

Lucas Alternator
By Steve Olson
Kansas City MG Car Club

A

few weeks back, the alternator
on my 1976 Midget quit charging. It was one I had purchased
in Cleveland a few years ago at the national show in order to get back home.
No problem, since I found a spare in my
“pile O’ parts” in the basement. Once
installed, I checked the voltage and
found the spare, salvaged from some
long-forgotten parts car, did indeed
work.
Case closed, or so I thought. However, even though the indicator lamp
never came on, the battery ran so low
that the turn signals didn’t work and
eventually there wasn’t enough juice to
power the ignition.
Since I planned to leave town the
next day and drive the Midget, I needed
to find a quick replacement. The local
auto parts store had a great price and a
national warranty on a rebuilt unit, but
they had none in stock and none in the
local warehouse. They could get me one
but it would take a couple days.
Just as I was turning to leave, my
feeble brain kicked it. Did they have
one for an MGB, perchance? They
checked their computer and said it was
the same 36-amp unit, so of course they
still had none. Then it occurred to me
to ask if they had an alternator for a
1980 MGB. That is a 43-amp unit and
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externally it is the same. That one they
had locally and in just over an hour
they had it on the counter waiting for
me. Same low price with warranty, but
now with more power as well. Life was
looking very good indeed.
The new alternator installed easily until I tried to plug in the wiring
connector. It seems that on the more
powerful unit the center connector that
carries the output current is wider.
Now, of course, the correct thing
to do was to either get the right alternator or get a new connector from an ’80
MGB and use a heavier wire. But I was
in a hurry and lazy, and I’m cheap. So I
took a cut-off wheel on my die grinder
and narrowed the terminal.
Maybe now I could run the upgraded headlamps, fog lamps, radio, CB,
heater fan, and the wipers all at once
and still not deplete the battery.
And those concours judges will
never be the wiser, since the alternator
case is exactly like the original and I still
have the original wiring connector. Besides, they will be far too busy looking
at my overdrive transmission borrowed
from a Spitfire and the twin carbs from
a home-market Midget and listening
to my home brewed free breathing
exhaust system.
I may not win any originality trophies, but I can get down the highway
to the car show a lot faster than most
Midgets.
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For a Different Experience Clay Bar Your Car
By Dave Handley
Emerald Necklace MG Club

Y

ou think it’s time to wax your car
and get it spruced up. So, you drag
out the hose, add your favorite
car wash concentrate to a bucket, and
fill it up. Then, you thoroughly wash
your car and dry it off. Now, your car is
all clean and ready to be waxed, right?
WRONG! If you have never clayed your
car, you are missing something.
My first introduction to using
a clay bar came after hours of elbow
grease using rubbing compound trying
to remove some overspray from the inside of the finders in the engine bay of
my wife Pamela’s LE, swearing now and
then to accommodate the effort, and
complaining about it to anyone who
would listen (even if they didn’t want
to). Someone asked me if I had tried a
clay bar. My response was, “Huh?”
I was really skeptical at first. I wondered how clay could remove overspray
that an abrasive rubbing compound
had difficulty with. Finally, I ended up
getting a clay bar kit, which consists
of a clay bar and a small pump spray
container of a quick shine liquid that
is used as a lubricant. I went to work
on the inner finders and was amazed!
Literally within minutes the overspray
was gone, the surface was smooth and
as shiny as the outside. I threw away
the can of rubbing compound.
Over time, I have tried clay bars
from various suppliers. Not all clay
bars are created equal! Some are much
better than others. I sort of came to this
conclusion somewhat intuitively over
the past couple of years by using various
ones. This year I actually obtained clay
bars from four different sources at one
time and did my own testing. From
AutoZone, I purchased Mothers and
Meguiar’s clay bar kits. I then ordered
clay from Pinnacle (www.pinaclewax.
com), and finally clay from Griot’s
(pronounced Gree-Ohs) Garage (www.
griotsgarage.com).
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Years ago I used to believe
Meguiar’s had the best wax available.
While their machine buffing compounds are quite good, I gave up on
their wax once I gave Zymol a try. You
couldn’t pay me to go back to Meguiar’s
after using Zymol. Choices in waxes are
a very subjective, individual preference,
and everyone has their own ideas.
But, enough about waxes for now
and back to clay! The clay bar from
Meguiar’s has a light gray color, is rather
dense, and is grainy compared to the
others. Based upon my experience, my
recommendation is – don’t waste your
money. I would rate it at the bottom of
all I used. In fact, I still have some in
the original wrapping that I will be glad
to give you if you want it. I’ll never use
it again.
Moving up in order of preference,
I would rate the Pinnacle clay (blue in
color) and Mothers (yellow in color)
pretty much even. Both are good, and
give great results. At the top, my personal favorite is Griot’s. I just like the
texture, flexibility, and it seems to drag
less.
What happens when you clay your
car and what can you expect? To use
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the edge of the hotel parking lot.
I have no idea what kind of tree
it was, other than it was really
nasty! The car looked like it had
been in a light rain, but instead
of water it was some kind of sap
that had dripped from the tree.
I washed the car, but the soap
would not cut it at all. I then
tried bug and tar remover – no effect at all. At this point I was beginning to worry a little on how
to get it off. I then headed to the
nearest auto parts store and got a
Mothers clay bar. Twenty minutes later the car was completely
clean without a trace of tree sap.
a clay bar, you shape if into a pad and
Since then I carry a packet of clay in the
squirt the lubricant (instant shine) on
car with the clean up supplies. It also
the clay, then spray it on the car.
works well on taking off difficult bug
Next, rub in circular motion.
splatters.
Don’t press too hard and don’t let the
In summary, my recommendation
surface dry out. Work in small areas.
is to buy Mothers if you want to get it
I always do a small area, dry it, and
locally from your favorite auto parts
check it by lightly rubbing my fingers
store. If you have never heard of Griot’s
across the surface. If you have never
Garage, I would recommend logging
clayed your car you will find you can
into to their website and ordering a
tell exactly where you’ve worked and
catalog. They are not an inexpensive
where you haven’t by simply feeling it.
source; but if you like products that are
There really is that much difference in
really top quality items, you won’t be
smoothness – even on a car you think
disappointed. They carry an extensive
is clean.
line of detailing products as well as a
Pamela and I attended an event
wide range of other stuff that can be
a couple of years ago and I made the
useful in your garage.
mistake of parking under a big tree at
Once you use clay to clean your
MG’s finish, see
and feel the difference it makes,
and realize how
easy it is to use,
you will probably expand
the use as I have
done. Use it on
your every day
car when you
clean it up and
want to apply a
fresh wax/sealer
Mist area generously with lubricant
Gently glide clay bar back and forth.
for best results.
It will grab initially, but then will glide so it looks really
nice.
smoothly across the surface.
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Tech Talk
Hello, Mr. Twist,
I need some advice. I own a 1978 MG
Midget 1500, and in the summer after
about two hours of driving I have trouble
downshifting back into first from second.
I’m using 80/90 gear lube. I’ve checked the
fluid level and it is fine. After the transmission has cooled a bit I can downshift with
no probs. Do you have any ideas?
Paul Dillon

Get the first 10 Years
of the MGB Driver
on 2 CDs!
For the true MGB enthusiast
as well as the curious dabbler
into the world of vintage
Morris Garage. Now you
can have all the complete
early issues of the w on your
computer.
These 1991-2000 issues,
many of which are no longer
available in print, contain
valuable and informative
technical articles. Articles by
MG authorities like Bob Mason
and John Twist and other MGB
Send credit card numbers with expiration
date or checks payable to:

NAMGBR - Back Issue CD
PO Box 55
Whittington, IL 62897-0055
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experts as well as our own
member amateurs.
Included are historical articles
by David Knowles, Wilson
McComb, and Ken Smith. Plus
all the original serialized
version of “Aspects of
Abingdon.” Enjoy the quizzes,
trivia, humor, restoration
information and all the other
entertaining and informative
advice you can’t get anywhere
else!
In PDF format, for Mac or PC.

Only $30
for NAMGBR members
$60 for non-members.

Includes shipping US & Canada only.
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Paul,
Just offhand, I never change from
second to first. Instead, I always knock
it from second into neutral and take my
foot off the clutch – when coming down
to a stoplight or stop sign. But, that
doesn’t answer your question.
There is either some heat related
change in the gearbox – or – there is a
heat related change in the clutch.
The clutch must thoroughly disengage the gearbox from the engine.
If you have a failure to disengage, then
you’ll have problems changing gears
(some gears more than others), but it
will be difficult if not impossible to
engage reverse as the gears will gnash.
If you know that engaging reverse works
just fine when you encounter that first
gear problem, then the fault lies in the
gearbox.
There are detent springs in the
1-2 sliding hub which, when weak,
don’t allow the synchronizer to work.
However, this is within the gearbox and
here, at this shop, it would cost about
$2000 to repair!
John –
The steering column on my ’74 chrome
bumper MGB moves both up and down
and in and out about a quarter of an inch.
The up and down movement is exactly as
in a video I found on the web: http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=a2d3tXp-IQQ
Is this related to the upper column bearing?
How do I fix it? Your help would be much
appreciated.
Robert Cowie
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John Twist
Technical
Coordinator
MGB Driver
Robert,
You have a problem with the top
bearing of the steering column. Once
the steering wheel has been removed
(see my YouTube video under
“universitymotorsltd”) and the switches
removed, then slide the horseshoe clip
off the column and remove the shims
and Belleville washers.
Remove the bearing from the top of
the column (three screws). Squeeze the
column together a little bit so that the
bearing fits tightly when reinstalled.
Then, tap the aluminum housing
around the bearing to tighten the housing to the outer race of the bearing.
Then grease the bearing. Now reinstall.
You may have to put the nut back on the
steering column and PULL it towards
you as you fit the washers and clip.
Mr. Twist,
Love your YouTube videos; they make
me want to drive my ’77 all year long.
I’ve recently (within the last two years)
completed a 99.9 percent restoration, and
don’t like the way my front tappet cover
is affixed. Since purchasing the car in
1992, I have had multiple oil leaks, yet
after rebuilding the engine, the front tappet
cover has leaked more than other spots. I
replaced the original front cover with a
unit purchased from Motorhead (Fairfax,
Va.) and used excessive amounts of RTV ...
but I’m afraid if I hit that breather hose, I’ll
knock the cover loose.
Do you sell a unitary tappet cover
replacement for both covers? Thanks.
Matt Gerike
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Matt!
Funny your e-mail should arrive
right now. We ALWAYS change the side
cover gaskets when the engine is out of
the car. The trick here is to use a THIN
cork gasket, made for the MGA. Those
thick cork or thick rubber gaskets are
simply not suitable for the front cover.
We get our gaskets from Moss or Engle.
We use a bit of clear silicone RTV sealant on both sides of the gasket. On a ’77
MGB, you can do the job in place without removing the manifold (although
with some difficulty!)
Dear John,
Let me start off by saying your
YouTube videos are very well done, and
provide a great service. I especially enjoy the
gearbox video. That being said, I’m hoping
you’ll indulge the following: I am driving a
1969 MGB with 59,000 miles. The car is
90 percent original. My problem is it won’t
shift into reverse. If I bang it hard enough,
to the left, I can break through and get it to
drop into reverse. We’ve flushed the tranny
twice, looked to be the original oil... There
was some improvement a few weeks later
(possible wishful thinking on my part, I’m
not sure). My mechanic seems to think
replacing the transmission is in order. The
car drives and shifts like new. It’s perfect (at
least when going forward). After watching
your gearbox video, and seeing how well
made the gearbox is, we are hoping there
could be another solution. I am in Pennsylvania and unable to bring it into your shop.
Would you be able to offer your opinion? I
look forward to you response. Many thanks.
Brian Mulvihill
Brian,
I do believe your problem is solved
more easily than a complete gearbox
replacement. It seems to me that it’s
just the reverse lockout assembly that’s
jammed. Of course, it takes a slap to
get the gear lever to move left and into
the reverse gate, but it shouldn’t require
more force than a light slap.
Just above the reverse light switch is
a hollow bolt – I believe it’s either 9/16”
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Broken hollow bolt and plunger on transmission.

or 5/8”. Remove that hollowed bolt,
spring, and plunger. Drool a lot of oil in
there, and exercise the gear lever. Then
replace the pieces, well greased. Also,
remove the reverse light switch and see
if that is difficult to operate (it usually
takes a little more effort than a thumb
push). If the switch is difficult to move
then replace it.
Between these two items you’ll
probably get your reverse working well
again. If your car was here in my shop it
would take no more than an hour to do
all this. If you have some problems, give
me a call!
Brian responds:
John,
Right on the money with this diagnosis! See the attached photo... The hollow
bolt holding the reverse lockout assembly
was broken and the plunger was almost
at a right angle, coming out of the hollow
bolt. We pulled a reverse assembly from
another transmission in the shop and it was
an immediate fix. We replaced the reverse
light switch as well (a Lucas original) just
for good measure. Can’t thank you enough!
Gary, my mechanic, also sends his personal
thanks!
Brian Mulvihill
John,
Were the 1977- ’80 MGB engine,
trunk, wheel well compartments and interior shell, doors, etc, painted with the same
high gloss as the exterior? Thank you.
Larry Chadwick
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Tech Talk
Larry,
The engine bay and boot (trunk)
were certainly that same high gloss.
The wheel wells were painted body
color, along with the bottom and interior. I cannot imagine that the body
manufacturer changed paints, but there
certainly was no preparation of the interior. Further, I’m sure that the later cars
(as yours) had an undercoating affixed
to the undercarriage as well as the inner
wheel arches. This undercoating was
painted.
Most owners, when faced with a
restoration, make their MGBs just a
little nicer (well, they try to) than they
were originally. I certainly would! So,
I’d strip off the undercoating from the
inner wheel wells, at least, so that they
and the inner fenders had that same
gloss as the exterior surface.
John,
I got the big 1-5/16” nut off the wheel
hub (whew), but now I’m having trouble
getting the hub pulled off. Using a hammer
tap didn’t do anything for me. Please add
any suggestions to help me remove this hub
(as I have a broken wheel stud). Thank you
so much.
David A. Carroll
David!
Use your drift and a hammer and
knock the tapered washer loose (the
one with the split in it, just under the
nut). Then, grasp the hub, pulling it
outwards and give it a BIG crack with
the hammer. This works 99.99 percent
of the time.
John,
I saw your pictures of the engine breakin and was wondering how you kept the
engine on top of the table – without it roaming all over? I noticed the vice grips towards
the front of the oil filter and was thinking
maybe you had some mounting system to
clamp on to.
If you wouldn’t mind, could you reply
with a little of your knowledge? I am in
the process of finishing a 1966 MGB and
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beginning a total rebuild of a 1967 MGB.
Five years ago I finished a 1953 MGTD.
Thanks for any help you could provide.
John Longo
John!
It would seem that the engine
would want to jump around but it
doesn’t – it just sits there. Oh, I suppose if you let it run for a while it could,
possible, move around, but just idling
it doesn’t move at all. If you were going
to run an engine on a bench as this for
15 minutes or an hour you could simply
strap it down. But, really, I don’t think
you’ll have a problem. I know, it’s counter-intuitive…

reading on the Web some disconcerting
comments about how the ethanol mixture
will be a problem for older cars that have
carburetors, rubber seals, and hoses.
I’ve read both sides of the discussions,
am totally confused, and would like your
take on the situation. I usually add an
octane booster and dry gas once or twice a
year to my fuel. My present MGB isn’t my
daily driver but I use it quite regularly on
clear, dry days, year-around, so the fuel is
“changed” on a consistent basis. What do
you think?
Thanks for your wonderful web site
and for just being there!
Kevin J. Holland

change between the regular box and
the overdrive. There was a relay and
vacuum switch associated with the original installation. Personally, I believe
that the switch and relay are overkill
– you don’t really need it. Make sure you
fuse the overdrive right at the switch so
there is NO change of a dead short.
As for the source of a good, rebuilt
unit? I have no suggestions other than
watching and waiting (which you’ve
already done, I’m sure). That three-synchro box is always faulty – either the
first gear teeth or the second gear synchronizer – so I would plan to rebuild
the entire gearbox when you get one.

John:
I’ve recently purchased a nice ’67 MGB
w/ SU carbs and standard distributor. It
runs very nice, except for some difficulty
with slow cold starting. Where should I go
first – ignition or carbs? Would a Pertronix
electronic kit and/or a new 40k volt coil
help? Thanks.
Dan Lamprecht

Kevin,
Of course, ethanol does not contain
the same number of BTUs, gallon for
gallon, as does “real” gasoline. But so
far the only problem that we’ve encountered with our MGs is the gross expansion of rubber gaskets. Fortunately,
there are not many of these within
the fuel system. There are some rubber gaskets inside the fuel pump, but
they’ve not been a problem at all. The
rubber O-ring that seals the sending
unit against the tank on the MGB has
not been a problem. The only snags
we’ve hit are with the aftermarket rubber sending unit gaskets for the T-type,
MGA, and early MGB.
So, as far as it goes right now, we’ve
seen no downside (except mileage) to
the addition of ethanol to the gasoline.

John,
I am looking for a Judson supercharger
for my MG. Can you help? Or point me in
the right direction? Thanks.
Jim Harris

Dan,
Almost always the problem with
cold starting is a failure to get the mixture rich enough. Have an associate pull
the choke – the jets should drop down
at least ¼” from the bottom of the carb.
If you have slow cranking, then that is
a faulty battery, faulty starter motor, or
faulty connections. If the engine draws
too much current then the voltage of
the spark is compromised. Go for the
carbs first.
Dear John,
I am a long-time owner of many MGBs
and my current one is a ’65 tourer. Over the
years I have had its engine, transmission,
and other bits and pieces rebuilt. I do most
of the “easy” work myself like changing the
thermostat from winter to summer, etc.,
but rely upon a terrific local shop, Motorhead, Ltd. to take care of the “hard” stuff.
I’m writing to seek your advice on the
affects of ethanol in gasoline on MGBs. As
I’m sure you are aware, parts of the country
have started using the 10 percent ethanol
mixture in the local gasoline. I’ve been
MGB Driver
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Good afternoon, John!
I am intending to install an electric
overdrive in my 1963 B. I do not want to
risk installing a worn / used device. Where
do you suggest I purchase one? Is there
anything unusual that I should be aware of
before I begin?
Len Bykowy
Saskatoon, SK Canada
Len,
The addition of the overdrive is a
wonderful thing! You know that you’ll
have to change the length of the drive
shaft. You know that you’ll have to
change the speedo as the turns per mile
MGB Driver
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Jim!

The only reason you would choose
the Judson over the new Moss one is
because you want to add only period
devices and accessories. The Moss
blower is SO VERY MUCH better than
the Judson – hands down!
If you haven’t already, contact Carl
Heideman at Eclectic Motorworks in
Holland, Mich. He knows the name of
the U.S. expert on Judson units.
Dear John,
You won’t know me, but I’ve seen you
at various MG gatherings over the years!
One day I’d love to get out to Michigan!
No doubt you are aware of the problem
being talked about, that the formula for
modern oil is lacking various ingredients
considered essential for our older cars? I am
the original owner 1974½ MGB/GT (my
only car/regular driver), and I have just had
a new engine installed in her; I’m particularly anxious not to ruin it! I have heard
various suggestions – add STP; add something called “Compcam”; use “Red Line”
synthetic oil... What are your thoughts?
Whenever you have time, I’d be
very interested to know your opinion,
please? Many thanks
Ruth Arnold
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Tech Talk
Ruth!
You SURE want to have enough
ZDDP in your oil at startup! Where to
find it? Red Line has enough; Castrol
makes a racing oil with enough; or you
can call David Anton at APT (or contact
them through APT-FAST.com) as he
sells excellent cams and must have this
stuff on the shelf.
I am still uncertain as to the veracity of the original complaints and if
they are as dire as some state, what the
proper plan of attack is. My Castrol rep
tells me that their racing oil is good.
John,
I recently finished a restoration of a
’79 MGB in which I had the transmission
out of the car. When driving to diagnose a
blown head gasket before the restoration, I
don’t remember it ever popping out of gear
but now it has a definite tendency to do so
in third gear especially when downshifting
into a stop light and occasionally when accelerating in third. This appears to be more
prominent when first starting to drive it,
becoming less frequent as the car is driven.
Holding pressure to keep it in gear works but
is not how I like to have my car operate. I
don’t have this problem in any of the other
gears.
I’m not positive but suspect it had
gear oil in the transmission when I got
the car, I’m thinking I refilled with 30W
oil (I see that you recommend 20/50W
Castrol). Can you help with a diagnosis
and recommendation?
Bruce Miller
Bruce,
The most common cause of this
problem is an overly tightly fitted gear
lever boot. No kidding!   To see if this is
the cause, remove the four screws that
hold the gear lever gaiter ring in place,
remove the screw at the back of the
console, then lift the console and pull
out the gear lever gaiter. Now go drive
around and see if the problem is still
there. If it is (and it could be, but rarely)
there are some fixes you can do from
under the bonnet.
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Let me know! By the way, the
proper stacking of all those pieces is:
Gear lever boot, console, trim ring.
John,
I appreciate your insight on many
fronts. I had a ’63 B that I had to sell
several years ago due to finances. I just
bought an ’80 MGB with 18,000 original
miles. The car apparently was bought in
Europe and used to travel on a vacation in
1980 and was shipped back here. It was
owned by the original owner until I bought
it. It has a dried up wax-like material in the
engine compartment – rust-proofing? Any
idea how I can remove it? If you flake it off
with your fingernail, the paint underneath
shines. Thanks.
Ken Irwin
Ken,
That may be aftermarket rustproofing, but it sure sounds like the
original Cosmoline (cosmolene) that
the factory used to undercoat the cars to
prepare them for their overseas shipment. The dealer used a HOT power
washer to remove the goop when the
cars arrived – it was part of the pre-delivery preparation and inspection.
At this age I doubt hot water would
do the trick, but you might try it – gallon after gallon of really hot water. In
the end, you may have to use some
mineral spirits, kerosene, or something
like that. Don’t get excited and scrape
as you’ll damage the finish underneath.
Try a couple of solvents and this stuff
should dissolve and become easy to
remove. What it’ll do to your garage
floor, I don’t know!
What a mess! You know, you might
even try the quarter car wash to remove
it before or after a mineral spirit application.

Reminder: John Twist will be
pleased to answer your technical
query by phone. The technical hour
is 1-2 p.m. EST, Monday through
Friday at (616) 682-0800 or you can
e-mail him at johntwist@universitymotorsltd.com.
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Phil Smith
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Ken Smith
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Bill Barge
930 N. 350 E., Angola, IN 46703
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Bill Fox
998 Northwestern Ave
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Bill Hawkins
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Raleigh, NC 27613
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Sell • Seek • Swap!
The Marketplace of the North American MGB Register

Ads in this section are FREE to individual MGB Register members in good standing — please,
no business or commercial ads. Send ad copy with name, address, phone number and membership number to 5444 Sutherland Ave., St. Louis, MO 63109. Ads only accepted in writing.
Business or other ads by arrangement with Charles de Bourbon, Advertising Coordinator
(see inside front cover.) Ads will be run for two issues, space allowing. The Register retains
the right to refuse any ad it deems unacceptable. The originating state is shown at the end of

Our Valued Supporters

CARS FOR SALE

1969 MGC – BRG, body work completed, but
needs to be painted and assembled. Lots of
new parts; delivery possible - $7000 o.b.o.
Jeff Fields, (440) 988-4008, drivesmgs@
gmail.com OH			
030408
1968 MGB/GT - White; undergone a ground up
restoration. Fitted with factory Aluminum
hood, wire wheels with eared spinners;
engine, transmission, differential and
suspension are in great condition - $5500.
Olivio Ranasinghe (316) 200-3068. KS 010208
1974 MGB and 1972 Midget – both parts cars
that are 90% complete. No keys or titles to
either car. Contact Steve at (573) 529-3061.
MO				
091007
New black fiberglass trike motorcycle trailer,
perfect for MG; follows directly in car tracks
– only $1950. Contact Joe Lamando (302)
329-9177 or (610) 310-4571 DE
111207
1978 MGB – Russet brown/Beige; 18,600
original miles and in family since new; Great
condition throughout; Webber carburetor;
new alloy wheels and tires. Contact Fred,
(813) 925-8565 or fhumberstone@verizon.
net FL 				
091007
1977 MGB – Tahiti Blue/Autumn Leaf; chrome
wire wheels, new seats, new interior, new
carpet, new dash, new clutch, new brakes,
rebuilt carb, new tires, new top. No winter
driving, always kept in heated garage. Has
won many awards. Asking $12,500. Mike
Weisheit, (260) 228-0812 or mlweisheit@
msn.com. IN
010208
1977 MGB V8 – Chrome bumper conversion
with Rover 215 V8 and Rover 5-speed. Beautiful green with tan interior, MGC bonnet,
and a/c; 72-lace chrome wire wheels, 53k
miles; really nice car in excellent condition.
Ken Pendleton, (614) 581-7103 or kcpmgb@
isnight.rr.com OH
010208

WANTED

MGB V8 Project – I may be interested in buying your “work in progress” MGB/GT Rover
V8 project. Maybe I can take up where you
would like to leave off! IT MUST BE A GT.
Any work so far should be at least workmanlike. Western states preferred, but will consider travel if the price is right. Bob Sherman,
(503) 615-8713 OR
010208

PARTS FOR SALE
1979 MGB Parts – Flywheel, intake/exhaust
manifolds, rear shock absorbers, catalytic
converter, air cleaners, side clearance
lights, luggage rack, electronic distributors
(conversions); reasonable prices. William
Lane (209) 962-4355 CA		
111207
MGB LE style aftermarket steering wheel,
15.5 inches, Like new - $100. Geoff
Wheatley;MdgiGeoffrey@aol.com    NY

SERVICES OFFERED
MG Service and Restoration!

Drive, tow, or ship your MG to University
Motors for high quality service or repairs.
We can attend to your entire MG
or just a single component.
MGB Complete Lubrication costs $475
Clean & polished MGB HS carbs $575
MGB HIF carbs are $655
We can attend to your soft top, your chrome,
your engine, or your brakes.
I bought my first MG in 1968, and I’ve been
working on MGs since!
John Twist (#0-101),
University Motors Ltd,
6490 Fulton Street East, Ada, MI 49301
PH: 616 682 0800
or www.UniversityMotorsLtd.com

Selling or Buying a MG?

Why not take advantage of NAMGBR’s Buy/Sell/Trade
Classifieds on our website at www.NAMGBR.org/classified?
There are lots of ads for all kinds of MGs and parts.
It’s a great way to find or sell that hard-to-find part
or that next project.

Where 2 ‘B

Forthcoming Events of Interest to MG Drivers

Please check for up-to-date information before departing to the meet. The Register encourages local groups and clubs to submit their MG
events to MGB Driver. Information must include date, location, and contact phone number. Please submit events at least 3 months in advance
to the MGB Driver Editor, 5444 Sutherland Ave., St. Louis, MO 63109 or e-mail mgslime@swbell.net

MAJOR NORTH AMERICAN MG EVENTS FOR 2008
• May 3............... Britfest 2008, Morris County, NJ • www.mgccnj.org
• May 3............... British Motorcar Show, Lewes, DE • www.leweschamber.com
• May 3-4............ British Car Show, Solon, OH • www.Northeastohioaustinhealey.com
• May 4............... All British & European Car Day, Dallas, TX • www.allbritishcarday.com
• May 8-11........... Spring GOF, Salado, TX • www.tmgr.org
• May 9-11........... Springtime in the Smokies, Townsend, TN • Spridget@charter.net
• May 16-18......... Carlisle Import Show, Carlisle, PA
• May 18............. British Car Day, Columbus, OH • ohiobritishcar@aol.com
• May 23-25........ Champagne British Car Festival, Champaign, IL • ltmgb2@yahoo.com
• May 24............. British Cars at the Market, Dayton, OH • www.britishcarmuseum.org
• May 30-June 1.. EuroBrit Auto Show, Madison, AL • www.nabms.org
• May 31.............. Cars of England, Fort Washington, PA • www.delvaltrs.org
• May 31-June 8...British Car Week, USA – drive your cars!
• June 1..............British & European Car Show, Caledon, ON • www.mgtoronto.com
• June 1............... British Return to Ft Meigs, Perrysburg, OH • Tennytony@worldnet.att.net
• June 1............... British Car Day, Adamstown, MD • www.chesapeakechaptermgtclub.com
• June 1............... Red Mill British Car Day, Clinton, NJ • mgdriversclub@hotmail.com
• June 1............... British by the Sea, Waterford, CT • www.ctmgclub.com
• June 6-7............ British Bash, Louisville, KY • www.britishbash.com
• June 6-8............ Rallye Glenwood Springs, Denver to Glenwood Springs, Colorado
• www.mgcc.org Alan Magnuson, 303-437-0527
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• June 8............... British Motorcar Gathering, Hellertown, PA • (610) 847-5988
• www.keystonemg.com
• June 8............... Michiana British Car Day, New Carlisle, IN • www.michianabrits.com
• June 8............... Euro Car Day, Buffalo, NY • msurre@buffalo.com
• June 13-14......... Heartland MG Show, Overland Park, KS • www.heartlandregional.com
• June 14 ............ Multi-club Picnic, Queenston, ON • www.mgtoronto.com
• June 14 ............ Touch of England, Ho-Ho-Kus, NJ • www.njtriumphs.org
• June 15............. British Car Field Day, Sussex, WI • jstockinger4@wi.rr.com
• June 15 ............ Eurocar 2008, Cazenovia, NY • www.mgcarclub.com/cny
• June 26-29........ Spridget Golden Anniversary, Osage Beach, MO • www.sprite-midgetclub.org
• June 26-29........ MG 2008 – Valley Forge, PA • www.mg2008.com
• July 12.............. All British Car Day, Ottawa, ON • www.britishcarday.ca
• July 14-18.......... NAMGAR GT-33, Seven Springs, PA • www.GT-33.com
• July 20.............. Tea at the Vicarage, Howe, IN • www.michianabrits.com
• July 25-27......... British Car & Cycle Show, Carthage, MO • www.gobmc.org
• July 26.............. British & European Car Show, Calgary, AB • www.vsccc.ca
• July 27.............. British Car Show, Chinchilla, PA • http://bccnepa.com/carshow.html
• July 27.............. Positive Earth Drivers British Car Show, Lakewood, NJ • jonkozy@aol.com
• Aug 2................ British Car Show, Dayton, OH • bcd2008info@aol.com
• Aug 2................ British Car Day, Cleveland, OH • britsatursuline@aol.com
• Aug 2................ Pennypacker Mills British Car Day, Cleveland, OH • www.dvcmg.com
• Aug 8................ University Motors Octagon Party, Ada, MI • www.universitymotorsltd.com
• Aug 31.............. Kansas City British Car Show, Kansas City MO • BAYoung@dstoutput.com
• Sept 7................ Chicago British Car Festival, Palos Hills, IL • www.britishcarunion.com
• Sept 20............. British Car Show, St Louis, MO • (314) 995-8664 • www.stlouismgclub.com
• Sept 27.............. MGs on the Rocks Car Show & Parts Market, Bel Air, MD • (410) 817-6862
• rgl2mgbgt@aol.com
• Oct 4................. Cecil Kimber Run, Clinton, NJ • mgdriversclub@hotmail.com
• Oct 4................. Autumn in the Mountains British Car Show, Chimney Rock State Park, NC
• www.bccwnc.org
• Oct 10 .............. British Car Show, Waynesboro, VA • www.svbcc.net
• Oct 17............... Euro Auto Festival, Greenville, SC • mgdriversclub@hotmail.com
• Oct 25............... All British Field Meet, Clearwater, FL • tbahc11@verizon.com
• Oct 26............... All British & European Car Show, Glendale, AZ • raktimian@wydebeam.com
• Oct 31-Nov 1..... Southern British Car Show, Chattanooga, TN • sbcc@wildblue.net

Kristi and Lambert Liebel with her 1974 and his 1977 Midgets.

• Nov 23.............. MG Parts Exchange, Fullerton, CA • www.vintagemg.com
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